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Abstract 

In this paper we study the semantics of data flow. A data flow net is made up of 

several basic nodes which are connected by lines. The behaviour of a node is specified by 
a relation and is in general nondeterministic. First we assign a history based operational 
semantics to data flow nets, which models a net as a function from inputs to sets of 
possible outputs. Moreover, we present an alternative definition in which we associate 
with each node an automaton. Brock and Ackerman showed that a history based seman

tics is not compositional: it is not fine enough. We introduce an intermediate semantics 
which is shown to be compositional by proving the intermediate semantics equivalent to 
a denotational semantics, which is compositional by definition. It is also proved that 
the denotational semantics is fully abstract with respect to the operational semantics: 

it generates the greatest congruence which is contained in the equivalence relation gen
erated by the operational semantics. It is shown that an alternative definition of the 
denotational semantics involves an (implicit) fixed point: a fixed point of a multivalued 

function (contain point) is ta.ken. Some properties of contain points a.re given in a metric 
topological setting. These properties are used to show that for a restricted class of data 

flow nets there exists a metric compositional semantics in which the contain points can 

be obtained by iteration. It is called a metric semantics because the domains a.re metric 
spaces. We show that it is correct with respect to the operational semantics. For this 

semantics we can abstract from delay a.long the lines in the net. However, this metric 

semantics is not fully abstract (with respect to the operational semantics). 
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1 Introduction 

We shall introduce several semantics for data flow nets. In [Kok 1986], [Kok 1987] and 

[de Bakker & Kok 1985] we already considered several models. This paper can be seen as 

an integration and extension of ideas present in these papers. 
First we explain what is meant by a data flow net. A data flow net (in this paper) consists 

of some nodes that communicate by passing tokens over lines. Each node has a fixed number 

of input lines and a fixed number of output lines. A line either connects two different nodes 

or is a feedback line. A feedback line passes tokens back to the node itself. A line is a directed 

FIFO channel. Tokens that are passed over a line by a node arrive in an unspecified but finite 

time at the destination node in the same order as they are sent. If the nodes in a net behave 

(non)deterministically we say that a net is (non)deterministically. 

We look at semantic models that describe the behaviour of such nets. Data flow semantics 

is often based on a history model. A history is a finite or infinite word over the alphabet 

of tokens. A history of a line can be seen as the tokens that have passed this line during 

the execution. A history tuple is a tuple of histories. A history function is a function from 

history tuples to sets of history tuples. A history model of a net is a history function: for a 

deterministic net it is a function from history tuples to history tuples and for nondeterministic 

nets is a function from history tuples to sets of history tuples. With a history model the 

external behaviour of a net is described: a net is seen as a black box in which internal 

behaviour is hidden from the outside world. 
Already in 1974 a history model was presented by Kahn: in [Kahn 1974] a semantic 

model is described for deterministic nets. A history function is associated with a net. The 

Kahn model is a nice example of the application of {complete) partial order theory. A net is 

described by a set of equations. When interpreted over the domain of histories, this set has 

a (least) solution. This solution can be obtained by iteration of the operator associated with 

the set of equations from the empty history tuple (a tuple with as elements only the empty 

word). This solution is taken as the meaning of the net. The Kahn-model is a very general 

model which can be applied in a lot of situations. However, only a certain class of data flow 

nets is modeled. Nodes that appear in nets have to behave deterministically. 

Subsequently researchers have tried to extend this model to more general classes of nets, 

for example to nondeterministic nets. A straightforward extension does not work in this case. 

One of the problems was first shown by Brock and Ackerman in [Brock & Ackerman 1981]. 

When we take the Kahn approach, the semantics of a deterministic net is a history function 

from history tuples to history tuples. For a nondeterministic net we can take a function from 

history tuples to sets of history tuples. Brock and Ackerman showed that such a semantics is 

not compositional. A semantics is called compositional if the following condition holds: 

For any context (a data flow net with a hole in it) and for any two nets which 

have the same semantics, whenever we place these two nets in the context the two 

resulting nets should have the same semantics. 

In order to show that a history model for nondeterministic nets is non-compositional, Brock 

and Ackerman present two data flow nets that have the same history function. Then they 

construct a context which shows the non-compositionality of the semantics: when we place the 

two nets in this context the resulting nets have different history functions. This construction 

is shown in full detail in section 3. 
If we want to design a compositional semantics, we have to add information to the history 

model. In the literature this is done in several ways, including: 

" 1. the addition of special tokens ([Park 1983] 'hiatons'), 
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2. the use of graph like structures ([Brock & Ackerman 1981] 'scenarios', [Pratt 1984] 'par

tially ordered multisets'), 

3. the use of traces ([Keller & Panangaden 1984] 'archives', [Jonsson 1987a] 'quiescent 

traces'), 

4. providing oracles ([Park 1983] , [Broy 1988]). 

We try to give some fl.avor of the different approaches. For details consult the cited articles 

and reports. 
Hiatons are silent actions. We can use hiatons to make certain functions contracting and 

hence continuous in their history arguments. This enables us to use complete partial order 

theory as in the approach of Kahn. Such a procedure is called the extended Kahn principle 

by Park. 
Graph like structures describe an ordering on events. Production and consumption of a 

token are seen as events. Events are partially ordered in a graph or in a multiset. In this 

way we get information on the relative timing of events. It is this kind of information that 

is needed to obtain a compositional semantics: Brock and Ackerman present a scenario set 

algebra which is compositional. 
Traces provide a total ordering on events in the sense of the previous paragraph. Quiescent 

traces are maximal traces: in order to get a longer trace, we have to provide more input. 

Oracles can be seen.as a method to eliminate the nondeterminism. They provide the in

formation about choices. Given an oracle, a nondeterministic node behaves deterministically. 

Fair merge nodes can be described with fair oracles. 
Our approach can be seen as a combination and an extension of the first two approaches. 

As basic domain we use the set of finite-word vectors: vectors with as elements finite words of 

tokens. (In the model of Kahn the basic domain is the set of l1istories}. A finite-word vector 

can contain empty words. The role of empty words in our approach can be compared with 

the role of hiatons in the approach of Park. Nets are modeled as finite-word vector functions: 

functions from tuples of finite-word vectors to sets of tuples of finite-word vectors. (Compare 

with the model of Kahn: he uses functions from history tuples to sets of history tuples). 

Whereas Kahn considers on one single line a possibly infinite word of tokens, in our model 

we cut this sequence in finite (possibly empty} pieces. We find it convenient to group a tuple 

of finite-word vectors in a finite-word matrix: a matrix with elements taken from the set of 

finite words over the alphabet of tokens. This is possible because we use finite-word vectors 

of infinite height. Hence, a net is modeled by a function from finite-word matrices to sets of 

finite-word matrices. From now on, we will call these functions finite-word vector functions. 

From such a function we can derive a certain ordering of events: Restricting ourselves to 1-1 

::::::::,~:,::~:::t~:.~::::::·fi:i::::::·:::: (at~"j :,w~:hg:t: ,::t:fo:~:::: 
finite-word matrices. If X2 

( 

X1 ) 
is one of the possible outcomes, then we have that the word 

x1 contains enough tokens for the net to produce x1 , the word x 1 x 2 contains enough tokens 

for the node to produce x1 x2 , etc. This provides us with information about relations between 

input and output as is done in the scenarios of Brock and Ackerman, the traces of Jonsson or 

the arc~ives of Keller and Panangaden. 
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It is interesting to investigate the minimal amount of information we have to add to a Kahn 
like semantics in order to get a compositional model: This is the question of full abstraction. 
A model is called fully abstract with respect to the history model if it generates the greatest 
congruence which is contained in the equivalence relation generated by the history model. 

In the literature we find three results and/ or claims: 

1. Staples and Nguyen claim in [Staples & Nguyen 1985] without proof that the frame
works in [Back & Mannila 1982], [Brock & Ackerman 1981], [Keller 1978], [Kosinski 1978], 
[Park 1983] are not fully abstract frameworks. 

2. Jonsson proves in [Jonsson 1987b] that his framework is a minimal extension of the 
Kahn model that is compositional. 

3. In [Kearney & Staples 1987] an extensional model is given for an oracle based semantics. 

We prove that our denotational semantics is fully abstract with respect to the history model. 
In order to prove that our denotational semantics is fully abstract, we give, for any two nets 
that have a different operational semantics (i.e. different history functions), a context in 
which they have different history functions. Jonsson makes in his proof explicit use of fairness 
constraints. A specification of the behaviour of a node in his framework includes fairness 
requirements. His proof does not apply to the (sub)set of nets with nodes which do not have 
fairness requirements. The proof in [Kearney & Staples 1987] is based on so-called 'wait
visualizer' nodes. A 'wait-visualizer' node makes a hiaton visible. In [Kearney & Staples 1987[ 
it is remarked that "there may be some cause for concern over the extensionality of the model, 
since the 'wait-visualizing' process ( viz) defies reasonable specification at the non-deterministic 
level". In our formalism it is not possible to specify such kind of nodes. 

Another way to classify approaches is to look at the underlying mathematical model. We 
can distinguish at least: 

1. order-theoretic frameworks ([Abramsky 1984[, [de Bakker et al 1985], [Broy 1983[, [Broy 1988], 
[Broy 1985j, [Kahn & MacQueen 1977], [Staples & Nguyen 1985], [Kearney & Staples 1987!) 

2. algebraic frameworks ( [Brock & Ackerman 1981j, [Back & Mannila 1982], 
[Bergstra & Klop 1983]), 

3. automata theoretic and/or transition systems ([Arnold 1981], [Jonsson 1987a], !Jonsson 1987bj), 

4. metric topological models ([de Bakker & Kok 1985], [Kok 1986], [Kok 1987]), 

5. category theoretic frameworks ([Abramsky 1983],[Keller & Panangaden 1984]). 

In this paper we use a combination of the models mentioned in 3. and 4. 
We now give an overview of the rest of the paper. Section 2 gives a history model for a 

nondeterministic version of data flow nets along the lines of Kahn. It is a non-compositional 
model. The behaviour of a node is described by its specification. A specification is a set of 
firing rules: A firing rule is a four tuple that has as elements an initial state, input, final 
state and output. If the node is in the initial state and has the specified input on its input 
lines it can fire: enter the final state and produce the output. Given a net t we can derive its 
operational meaning by considering firing sequences for the nodes in net t. The operational 
model serves as basic model in the sense that it describes the observational behaviour of a net. 
We also provide an alternative definition for the operational semantics based on automata. 
For each node d an automaton M is constructed from the specification 5 of d. A system of 
severat automata which can share tapes yields the semantics of a net. 
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Section 3 provides the details concerning the fact that the operational model is not compo

sitional. An alternative semantic model is proposed. This model differs from the operational 

model: we use different domains. The semantic model is called intermediate because it is 

a step on the way to a denotational model: It is used because it has a close link with the 

operational intuition. The contents of a line is described with a finite-word vector and the 

semantics of a net is modeled by finite-word vector function. We give some properties of 

this intermediate semantics. Again, we provide an alternative definition for the intermediate 

semantics based on automata. We also show the correctness of the intermediate semantics 

with respect to the operational semantics: there exists an abstraction operator abstr which 

relates the two semantic models. 
In section 4 we introduce a third model (the denotational semantics) and we prove the 

compositionality of the intermediate semantics: if the intermediate semantics of two nets 

t1 and t 2 are equal then for any context C we have that the semantics of G[ti] and G[t2] 
are equal. The compositionality is proved with the help of the denotational semantics. The 

denotational semantics is compositional by definition, and it is shown that it equals the 

intermediate semantics. For an overview, see figure 1. Also an associativity result is proved: 

the order in which lines are connected in a net does not influence the semantics. This is 

approached as follows. We introduce the notion of a normal form of a net. It is shown that 

the semantics of a net and its normal form are the same. The notion of normal form is defined 

in such a way that if two nets are equal, but for the order in which the lines are connected, 

then they have the same normal form. 
Section 5 is devoted to full abstraction. We prove that the denotational model is the 

minimal extension of the operational model that is compositional. For any two nets t1 and 

t 2 that have a different denotational semantics, we provide a context C such that the oper

ational semantics of G[td and G[t2] differ. From this result we derive the full abstraction: 

the equivalence relation generated by the denotational semantics is the greatest congruence 

contained in the equivalence relation generated by the operational semantics. In addition, we 

have the rather surprising fact that we can use in all cases a context which does not depend 

on the nets. On the other hand, depending on the fact whether the input is finite or infinite, 

an amerge (angelic merge) or imerge (infinity merge) node is used in the context. Suppose we 

have two nets that have a different denotational semantics and the same operational seman

tics. (If they have a different operational semantics we can take an empty context). From this 

we can conclude there is a timing difference between the two nets: the output is produced in 

a different way. We can make this difference visible in the operational semantics by tagging 

the output and feeding it back as soon as possible to a merge node which merges this tagged 

output with the original input. The resulting history on the output line of the merge node is 

a mixture of tagged tokens (from the output that is fed back) and tokens that are not tagged 

(from the original input). With a split node we make copies of all tokens that are sent along 

the output line of the merge node. One of these copies is delivered as output and the other 

copy is sent to a node that removes the tagged tokens. This node generates the original input 

which is sent to either t 1 or t2. Due to the timing difference we observe (in our operational 

semantics) a different mixture of tagged tokens and tokens that are not tagged. 

In the Kahn model for deterministic data flow there is no explicit modeling of delay along 

lines. In all three models that are introduced in sections 2, 3 and 4 we have an explicit 

modeling of delay in the sense that besides all outputs also all delays are delivered. In section 

6 we investigate a class of nets (the so-called finite-choice nets) in which we can abstract from 

delay. This enables us to set up a metric topological framework: we can work with closed sets. 

A finite-choice net is a net in which all the nodes are finite-choice nodes. A finite-choice node 

has certain restrictions on its specification. One of these restrictions is that after a bounded 

a~ount of input a node does not have to wait any more for more input for the next firing: the 
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arrival of new input does not influence the set of applicable firing rules any more. We define 

a metric semantics for finite-choice nets: the domains of this semantics are metric spaces. In 

fact, we assign metrics to the domains used by the denotational semantics. We use contain 

points in the definition of the metric semantics. These contain points can be obtained by 

iteration. We show the correctness of the semantics by relating it with the operational model. 

The abstraction operator we use is the same as the one that relates the operational semantics 

and the denotational semantics. Though correct, the metric semantics is not fully abstract. 

This is due to the fact that in the definition of the metric semantics the simultaneous integer 

speed up and the delay are not applied. This simultaneous integer speed up together with 

delay enabled us to prove the full abstraction of the denotational semantics. In the proof 

these two operators (simultaneous integer speed up and delay) play an important role. We 

can not apply them because in general they disturb the closedness. This can not be simply 

remedied by including them in the metric semantics since they do not preserve closedness. 

Hence the metric semantics distinguishes too many nets. 
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2 Operational semantics 0 

In this section we introduce an operational semantics for nondeterministic dataflow nets. The 

operational semantics is a history model along the lines of Kahn: it models a net as a function 

from history tuples to sets of history tuples (such a function is called a history function}. A 

history is a finite or infinite word over the alphabet of tokens. A history tuple is a tuple of 

histories. We use sets of history tuples because we want to model nondeterministic nets: nets 

with nodes that can behave nondet.erministically. The definition of the operational semantics 

exploits the notion of firing sequences of nodes. We also provide an alternative definition of 

the operational semantics which uses automata to describe the behaviour of nodes and nets. 

This section is divided in five subsections: first we introduce some basic domains and op

erations, the second subsection gives the syntax of data flow nets, in the third subsection 

we investigate how to specify the behaviour of nodes, in the fourth subsection we define an 

operational semantics 0, and the fifth subsection gives the alternative definition. 

2.1 Basic domains and operators 

Let N be the set of integers. Throughout our paper integer will always mean positive integer 

unless explicitly stated otherwise. Let A be an, in general infinite alphabet, the elements of 

which will be called tokens. Let a be a typical element of A. Let A• be the set of finite words 

over the alphabet A, with typical element x. Let A00 be the set of finite and infinite words 

over the alphabet A, with typical element y. The empty word is denoted by E. 

Definition 2.1 For any integer n;::: 0, FTrace" is the set of finite-word tuples with n elements 

which are taken from A'. Let X be a typical element of FTrace =Un FTracen. 

Definition 2.2 For any integer n ;::: 0, Trace" is the set of word tuples with n elements 

which taken from A 00
• Let r be a typical element of Trace = Un>O Trace". Let Trace""" = 

Trace" -> P (Trace"'), where P (-) denotes subsets of ·. Elements -of Trace are called history 

tuples and elements of Un.m?:o Trace'""' are called history Junctions. 

Definition 2.3 Take any integers k, n such that 0 ::::; k ::::; n. Define 

Tupk.n = { < i1, ... , ik >: 

V j E { 1, ... , k }[ l :S; ii :S; n /\ 'Vl E { 1, .. ., k} [l # J. => ii # ic] j} 

1. {projection from Tracen} 

1: Tracen X Tupk.n -> Tracek 

2. (profection from FTrace"} 

1: FTrace" X TuPk.n -> Tracek 

3. {slicing from Tracen) 

f: Tracen X Tupk.n-> Tracen-k 
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is the word tuple obtained by leaving out the ii -th ' ... 'ik-th components of r 1 

4. {slicing from FTracen} 

f: FTrace" X TuPk.n ---> FTracen-k 

is the finite-word tuple obtained by leaving out the ii-th , ... , ik-th components of x. 

On A* and A 00 we have the normal concatenation of words which we extend to FTracen and 

Trace" in 

Definition 2.4 

1. {concatenation of FTrace"} 

2. {concatenation of Tracen} 

(Yi •... ' YnHYi •... 'y,.) =(Yi Yi •... ' YnYn). 

We define the prefix order on words in A* and A 00 and extend it to FTracen and Tracen in 

Definition 2.5 

1. (prefix order on A* and A 00
} 

We put x i ::; x2 if x1 is a prefix of x2 and Yi ::; Y2 if Yi is a prefix of Yz. 

2. {ordering on FTrace"} 

9. {ordering on Tracen} 

(Yi •... ' Yn) ::; (Yi, ... ' Yn) #Yi ::; Yi/\ ... /\ Yn ::; Yn· 

2.2 Syntax of data flow nets 

Let Node be a set of abstract elements called nodes and let d be a typical element of this set. 

The set Node can be partitioned into subsets Node"'m (n, m ~ o). If d belongs to Noden:m 

we say that d has n input and m output lines. 

We define the syntax of a data flow net. Adhering to the terminology of input and output 

lines one may understand definition 2.6 as follows: A net consists of a number of basic nodes 

plus a specification of the connections between these nodes. We put the nodes in a tuple 

and number the input and output lines from left to right. A connection is specified by two 

integers: i : j means that we connect the i th input line to the j th output line. Once we 

have connected two lines they are not visible anymore: we can not make more connections to 

these lines. (This is no real restriction because we can use so called split and merge nodes. A 

split node splits its input line: when it receives a token it sends copies of it to all its output 

lines. We can split a line to which we want to make more than one connection. A merge node 

merge.~ its two input lines into one output line. Later we shall be more specific about merge 

nodes where necessary.) 
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Definition 2.6 (Syntax of data flow nets) Let the set Net of data flow nets have ele

ments that can be constructed as follows: Let k, l 2: 0 be any integers. Let a 1 , ... , ak, 

/31 , ... , f3k be integers. Let ii, ... , i1 be integers smaller than E7= 1 ai and let them all be 

different. Let ii, ... , Ji be integers smaller than E7=l /3; and let them all be different. Let 

d d b d h th t d l\T d n1:1~1 d E l\T d <.tk:f~k Th 
i, ... , k e no es sue a i E HO e , ... , k HO e . en 

< d l 7 ••• ' dk > { i 1 : ii' ... 'i1 : id 

is an element of the set Net. As with the set Node of nodes, we can partition the set of 

nets Net in sets Netn:m: the element constructed above is an element of N etnn:m., where 

no = (E7=l ai) - l and mo = (E7=l /3i} - l. 

Example 

Assume the following nodes:+ E Node2 :1, merge E Node2: 1
, plus1 E Node1

:
1

, splitE Node1
:
2

• 

Consider 

< merge, split, plus1 > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3}. 

This is a data flow net according to definition 2.6. We can construct it in the following way. 

We follow the informal description above this definition: We form the tuple 

< merge, split, plus1 > 

and with each input and output line of a node in the tuple we associate a number. We number 

the lines from left to right: 

12 3 4 +-- input lines 

< merge , split , plus1 > 
l 2 3 4 +-- output lines 

Then we specify the connections: 

<merge, split, plus1 > {2: 4, 3: 1,4: 3}. 

Each data flow net has a graph-like representation. Figure 2 shows such a graph for the net 

< merge, split, plus1 > {2 : 4, 3 : 1, 4 : 3} E Net1 :
1

. 

The graph resembles a directed graph with labeled edges and vertices, except for the fact 

that there are special kinds of edges. For this reason, formally these representations are not 

proper graphs. When we look at figure 2 we see that the graph has three vertices, labeled 

with merge, split, plusl respectively. Labels of vertices are taken from the set Node. There 

are three kinds of edges: 

l. input edges, 

2. output edges, 

3. feedback edges. 

Feedback edges are normal directed edges which connect two vertices which may coincide. 

Input edges are edges that are directed, but do not have a starting vertex. They only point 

to a vertex. Output edges are also directed edges, but they do not point to a vertex. Input 

a.qd output edges are labeled with an integer. Feedback edges have labels of the form i : i. 
The graph-like structure of figure 2 is in this paper often pictured as in figure 3. 
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Figure 2: < merge, split, plus1 > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3} 
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Figure 3: < merge, split, plus1 > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3} 
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2.3 Specification of the behaviour of nodes 

The operational semantics will be defined with the help of firing sequences. For this we 

need a specification of the behaviour of a node which is a set of four tuples. Elements of 

firing sequences for a node are elements of the specification of the node. We give the formal 

definition of such a specification. Assume given a set of states E, with typical element a. We 

assume a special state ar NIT in E called the initial state. 

Definition 2.7 (Specification) The set Spee of specifications, with typical element 6, is the 

union of all sets Specn:rn {n, m 2'. O}, where the set Specn:rn of all specifications for nodes with 

n inputs and m outputs is the set of all subsets of FTracen x E x FTracern x E, i.e. 

P(FTrace" X EX FTracern x E). 

Elements of a specification will be called firings. 

Note that a specification may be an infinite set. We try to explain the intuitive meaning of 

such a specification. First we state what it means that a finite-word tuple X is on the input 

lines of a node. If x = ( x 1 , x2, ... , Xn) then it means that we have on the first input line of 

the node the word x 1 , on the second input line the word x2, ... , and on the nth input line 

the word Xn· In a similar way we can say that x is written on the output lines. This notation 

should not be confused with the notation in the introduction: a finite-word vector used in the 

introduction is intended t9 describe the contents of a single line, wheras a finite-word tuple 

in a specification tells something about several lines. 

Assume given a node d E Node":r" and a specification 6,t E Specn:rn for this node. Suppose 

(x li a 1 , x2, a 2 ) E 6.i. The intuitive meaning is: 

After the node din state a 1 has read x1 on the input lines of d, the node d can 

fire: write x2 on its output lines and enter the state CT2. 

This intuition already anticipates on an automata theoretic intuition which will be given later. 

Examples 

We take in these examples the set of tokens the set of integers N. We give the specifications 

of a plus-, a split-, a merge- and a 2buf/er-node: 

1. 6pl1L• = {((a1, ai) ,arNrr, (a1 + ai), arNrr): ai, li1 EN}, 

2. 6.•vlit ={((a) ,arNIT, (a,a) ,urnrr): a EN}, 

{((a, c) ,urNrr, (a) ,arnrr): a E N}u 
{((c,a) ,CTfNIT, (a) ,urNIT): a EN}, 

{((a) ,urnrr, (c) ,u,.): a E N}u 
{((a),u .. , (aa),urnrr): a,aE N}. 

The merge node specified here is a so called angelic merge node: if the input on one of the 

input lines is finite, all the input on the other input line will eventually be put on the output 

line. In section 5 we will see another merge node. 
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2.4 Operational semantics 0 

We introduce the notion of a firing sequence for a node with respect to some input f. Such a 

firing sequence is a sequence of elements in the specification 6.t of the node d. The sequence 

can be seen as all the successive firings of a node for a given input f, obeying the restriction 

that the firings first elements Xi are together smaller than or equal to f (the input available). 

See figure 4. Moreover if the sequence of firings is finite, it should not be possible to fire again. 

X11 ' ... , X!k )= X1 

X21 ' ... , X2k )= X2 

< < 
Yi ' ... ' Yk )= r 

Figure 4: input restriction 

Definition 2.8 (Firing sequence for a node) A sequence (Xi, ai, Xi, ai)i in FTracen xEx 

FTracem x E is called a firing sequence for a node d E Noden:m with respect to f E Trace,. if 

1. ai = <lfNIT {the initial state}, 

2. \fi[(Xi,ai,Xi,ai) E 5.t], 

S. Vi[a;+i =a;], 

4. Vi[x i · · · x; ~ r], 
5. (Xii ai, )(;, O'i)i is a maximal sequence: if it is of length n then there is no (x, a, x, a) E 6.t 

such that X1 · · · XnX ~ f and a= <1n. 

A firing sequence for a tuple of nodes is a combination of firing sequences of each node in 

the tuple. The projection for a specific node is almost a firing sequence for that node, except 

for some "dummy" firings. In such a dummy firing, nothing is removed from the input lines, 

nor is anything put on the output lines. Also there are no state changes for that particular 

node. A typical situation for the input lines is given in figure 5: Take two nodes with first 

elements of firing sequences (xii)i and (Xi2)i respectively. In this defintion we need the notion 

~ ( E, ... , E) = X1 

(e, ... , e) I X12 I = X2 

( E, ... , E) (e, ... , e) X3 

ffiE I X22 I X4 

( E, ... , E) Xs l 

< < 
[fil ~ r 

Figure 5: input for two nodes 

of pr~jection on tuples of states: 
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Definition 2.9 (projection from En) 

!: En X TUPk.n --> Ek 

Definition 2.10 (Firing sequence for a tuple of nodes) Take any tuple of nodes< d1 , ... , dn > 
and suppose for all i E { 1, ... , n} that < dli ... , di >E Netk,:I, and take ko = lo = 0. A se-

quence (Xii Wi, Xii wi)i in FTracek" X En x FTrace1
" X En is called a firing sequence for the 

tuple of nodes <di, ... , dn > with respect tor E Tracek" if 

1. wi = (G'JNJT, ••• ,G'JNIT) (n times the initial state}, 

2. 'ii[wi = wi+i], 

9. the sequence (Xi !< kj-i + 1, ... ,kj >,wi !< j >,;i(i !< lj-1+1, ... ,lj >,wi !< 
j >)i has a subsequence that is a firing sequence for dj wi"th respect tor !< kj-i + 
1, ... , kj > and all elements of the sequence that are not in the subsequence are of the 

form (( ~ ),CJ',(~),CJ'). 
k;-k,_1 1,-11-1 

Now we can introduce 

Definition 2.11 (Operational semantics 0) Let 0 : Nef"m --> Tracen:m be given by 

f E 0 ( < di, ... , dk > {ii : Ji, ... , i1 : Ji})( r) 

Remark 

Vi~ 1[(xi · .. xd !<ii, ... ,i1 >~ (xi · · · Xi-d !< i1, ... ,Ji>]/\. 
r2 = XiX2 .. · 

In the definition n, m are free. What we mean is that we have a function 

0 : LJ Netn:m --> LJ Tracen:m 
n.rn n.rn 

such that if t E Netn:m then 0 ( t) E Tracen:m. The same remark applies to definitions of 

other semantics which will be given later. 

We give some informal explanation of the definition of the operational semantics. In order 

to determine whether a pair (r, r) is an input/output pair for the net < d1, ... , dk > {i1 : 
ii, ... , i 1 : Ji} we consider firing sequences for < d 1 , ••• , dk >. A firing sequence should respect 
the input r: there should be a r 1 E Tracen+I such the the firing sequence is with respect to 
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r 1 and where r 1 is such that f1 i {i1, ... ,i1} = r. Moreover, the feedback behaviour should 

be achievable: the ith-firing has on the feedback lines not more that the first i - 1 firings at 

its disposal: 'Vi~ l[(x1···xi) !<i1, ... ,i1 >5 (xi···Xi-d !<ii.···.Ji >J. Moreover we 

require that all tokens produced in the firing sequence are visible in the output: we can find 

a r2 E Tracem+l such that r2 = X1X2 ... and r2 i U1 •... ' Ji}. 

Examples 

Take t =< merge, split, plusl > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3}. 

1. 0 (t)((l)) = {{12345 ... )}, 

2. O(t)((ll)) = {(y): y E {12345 ... n ln + 12 n + 2 ... : n ~ 1}} U {12345 ... }. 

2.5 Alternative definition of the operational semantics 0 

In this subsection we provide an alternative definition of the operational semantics couched in 

an automata-theoretic framework. We believe that a completly formal framework will enable 

us to prove the equivalence of the two definitions but we prefer not to do so in order not to 

detract from the main development. We start with the construction of an automaton for a 

node d given a specification 5 for this node. 

Definition 2.12 (Automaton Mi;) For any specificationo E Specn:m we define an automa

ton M,i as follows. The set of states of Mli consists of those states that appear in Ott. The 

automaton Mti has n read heads that read from n different tapes and has m write heads that 

write on m different tapes. All tapes may be finite or infinite. The automaton starts in the 

ini"tial state <IJNIT and reads from its input tapes into a buffer /3. The buffer is a finite-word 

tuple with n elements. Each element of the buffer is associated with an input tape. The last 

token of such an element of the tuple is the one most recently read. The operation of the 

automaton consists normally in an alternation of a finite number {possibly zero} of read steps 

and fire steps. When the automaton fires, it picks nondeterministically an element (x, a, x, a) 
from 5 such that 

1. the automaton is in state a 

2. X 5 f3 {ordering as in definition 2.5) 

and 

1. removes X from its buff er 

2. writes X on the output tapes 

S. enters state 0-. 

There is also a fairness condition on the automaton: If an automaton is enabled, it will fire 

after a finite number of reading steps. The automaton is enabled if there exists a (x, a, x, a) 
in 6 such that 

1. the automaton is in state a 

2. x 5 {3. 

The fairness condition prevents the automaton form the situation that, although it can write, 

it never writes. Note that the tuple that causes the enabledness is not necesarily the same 
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as the tuple that is used in the firing. For instance, we may have the situation that both 

((a), O"IN IT, (a), a IN IT) and ( ( aa), O"I NIT, (b), ar NIT) are members of the specification of a 
node. If we have on the input tape a word that starts with two a's, the automaton can be 

enabled by the first element of the specification, but can use the second element for the firing. 

Example 

Take liplusl to be 

liplus1 ={((a) ,aINIT, (a+ 1) ,aINIT): a EN}. 

The automaton Mli l 
1 

can behave as follows: 
pus 

input tape output tape 
11 .. . 22 .. . 
1234 .. . 2345 .. . 
1 2 

Let limerae be as in the previous example. The automaton M6mer(]e can behave as follows: 

first input tape second input tape output tape 

11 22 1212 
1234 ... 2 123245 ... 
1234 ... 2 12345 ... 
1 E 1 

Now that we have defined automata for nodes, we want to let them work together to get the 

(operational) behaviour of a net. We shall describe a run of the system of automata associated 

with the nodes in a net, according to the connections specified by the net. Let t E Net'""' be 

a net and suppose that 

t = < d 1 ' ... ' dk > { i 1 : i1' ... ' i1 : Ji } . 
Assume given specifications Iii and automata Mli; for each node ~ ( i E { 1, ... , k}). Each 

automaton has input and output tapes. We are going to let the automata (pairwise) share 

certain tapes according to the connections specified by {i1: i1 1 ••• ,i1: i1}. If there is a 
connection i: j specified between nodes d and d' (an input line of dis connected to an output 

line of d') we identify the input tape related to i of the d-automaton with the output tape 

related to j of the d' automation in the following way: We take one tape on which the d' -

automaton writes and from which the d-automaton reads. Hence we need n + l + m tapes for 

the net t, from which l tapes are shared by two automata. (As a special case the two automata 
may coincide). Now we have related each tape to a different edge of the data flow graph oft. 

We call the tapes that are related to input edges input tapes. In the same way we can speak 

about feedback tapes and output tapes. With all input and output tapes one head is related, 

and with a feedback tape a read and a write head is related. Next we describe a run of the 

automata. To start a run of the automata, place n words of tokens on the input tapes. All the 
heads are put at the beginning of their tapes. At the beginning of input tapes we have read 

heads, at the beginning of output tapes we have write heads and at the beginning of feedback 

tapes we have both read and write heads. Now we start all the automata in the initial state 

and let them run simultaneously each according to its own specification. Note that during 

such a run on a feedback tape a write head is never overtaken by a read head. After the run 
of the automata (which can be infinite) we can collect the contents of the output lines in a 

history tuple with m elements. We say that this history tuple is delivered as output. Now we 
.• 

give 
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Definition 2.13 (Operational Semantics) Let 0 : Netn:m -> Tracen=m be given by 

if and only if there exists a run of the system of automata associcated with the nodes in net 
t according to the connections specified by the net t on input r 1 such that r 2 is de live red as 

output. 
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3 Intermediate semantics I 

The operational semantics of the previous section yields a function in Tracen:rn. Brock and 

Ackerman showed in [Brock & Ackerman 1981] that any semantics based on such functions 

is not compositional. They gave an example of two nets that have the same operational 
semantics but that behave differently when placed in a context. We give this example in 

subsection 3.1. In order to obtain a compositional semantics, we have to add information to 

our semantic domains. The operational semantics is not fine enough: it does not make all the 

distinctions that are necessary. 

We propose richer domains in subsection 3.2. As basic domain we use finite-word vectors: 

vectors with as elements finite words of tokens. A finite-word vector can contain empty 

words. Nets are modeled as finite-word vector functions: functions from tuples of finite-word 
vectors to sets of tuples of finite-word vectors. Whereas the operational semantics considers 

on one single line a possibly infinite word of tokens, in the intermediate semantics we cut 

this sequence in finite (possibly empty) pieces. We find it convenient to group a tuple of 

finite-word vectors in a finite-word matrix: a matrix with elements taken from the set of finite 

words over the alphabet of tokens. This is possible because we use finite-word vectors that 
are of equal height, that is of infinite height. Hence, a net is modeled by a function from 

finite-word matrices to sets of finite-word matrices. We will call these functions finite-word 

vector functions. From such functions we can derive a certain ordering of events: Restricting 

::~,:::: ::,:::wfio:::::::~'::,:::,:;o:::f::::~:.:::w::;t:::: (::')' :, ::t:,: 
a set of possible finite-word matrices. If f2 is one of the possible outputs, then we have 

( 

f1 ) 

that the word x1 contains enough tokens for the net to produce (at least) x1 , the word x1 x2 

contains enough tokens for the node to produce (at least) x1 x2 , etc. 

In subsection 3.3 we present the intermediate semantics which is based on the domains given 

in subsection 3.2. The intermediate semantics 1 is defined with firing sequences. It is called 
intermediate because it is a step on the way to a denotational semantics, which will be 

defined in section 4. The intermediate semantics can (as in the operational case) also be 

based on an automata theoretic intuition: We associate in subsection 3.4 with each node an 

automaton that works on tapes with a special structure: the contents are finite-word vectors. 

Then we show how to connect several of them in order to get an alternative definition for 
the intermediate semantics. In subsection 3.5 we give some properties of 1. Subsection 3.6 

describes the relation between the operational semantics 0 and the intermediate semantics 

1: we introduce a.n abstraction opera.tor abstr and we prove that 0 = abstr o 1. This abstr

operator "forgets" a.bout the partioning into finite words on the lines by concatenating the 

finite words on the lines yielding the possible infinite histories. In sections 4 and 5 we turn 

to the compositiona.lity and the full abstraction of 1. 

3.1 Brock-Ackerman anomaly 

A semantics based on histories which are words of tokens (like our operational semantics) 

i$ not compositional. This was first shown in ([Brock & Ackerman 1981]). They give the 
following example. Take two nets t 1, t3: 
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dup dup dup dup 

merge merge 

2buffer 

Figure 6: t 1 and tz 

t 1 =< dup, merge, dup > {2: 1, 3: 3}, 

t2 =< dup, merge, dup, 2buffer > {2 : 1, 3 : 3, 5: 2}. 

The graphs of t 1 , t2 are shown in figure 6. In t 1 , t2 we have three kinds of nodes: 

1. dup E Node1
' 
1

, 

2. merge E Node2
'
1

, 

3. 2buffer E Node 1
'
1

• 

Brock and Ackerman take as set of tokens the set of integers. The specifications of most of 

these nodes were already given in section 2. We give these specifications again, together with 

some informal explanation. The node dup is a node which duplicates each token it receives 

and sends both to the output line. Its specification is 

odup = {((a),aINIT• (aa),aINIT): a is a token}. 

The node 2buffer is a special kind of buffer. It waits for a second token if it has received one 

and then it outputs them both. The specification of 2buffer is 

D2buffer = {(a),a1NJT, (c),a,.): a is a token}U 
{(a'), a,., (aa'), a1 NIT) : a, a' are tokens}. 

The node merge merges its two inputs. Recall its specification: 

Dmerye = {((a,e),a1NJT,(a),a1NIT): a is a token}U 
{((e,a),O"JNJT,(a),aINrT): a is a token}. 
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It is not difficult to see that 0 ( t i) = 0 ( t2 ). The difference between the two nets is masked 
by the dup nodes. 

We shall now show that the two nets can be embedded in a context such that the resulting 
nets have a different operational semantics. First we state informally what a context C is. 
(A precise definition will be given in the next section.) A context is a net with a hole in it. 
In this hole we can place a net by connecting some lines such that the result is again a net. 
The Brock-Ackerman anomaly uses the context as is shown in figure 7. When we place t 1 , t2 

r 1 

plusl 
L _J 

split 

Figure 7: context C 

in this context we get 

C[ti] =< dup, merge, dup, split, plus 1 > {2: 1, 3: 3, 5: 2, 6: 5, 4: 6} 

and 

C[t2 ] =< dup, merge, dup, 2buffer, split , plus 1 > {2 : 1, 3: 3, 4 : 7, 5 : 2, 6: 4, 7: 6}. 

The specifications of the split and the plusl node are 

Dsplit = {((a),a1NJT, (a,a),a1N1T): a is a token} 

Dptud = {((a),a1NJT, (a+ l),aIN1T): a is a token} 

The operational semantics of C[ti] and C[t2 ] are different: 

0 (C[t1]) ::I 0 (C[t2]). 

Take for example as input 1. We have 

O(C[t1])((1)) = 

{(y): y E { 
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1 22 3333 ... n - 1 ... n - 1 n . .. n 1 n .. . n n + 1 ... n + 1 22 n + 1 ... n + 1 .... 
._,,_, .._,_, '--'-v----' '-.,,...-' '-.,,...-' ..__,__. .___...._,___, 

zl 23 2n-'l k 3n.-l_k 2k 2n.-zk 

and 

n ::::: 1 /\ k::::: o} 

} 

u{(l 22 3 ... 34 .. .4 ... n ... n ... )} ._,,_, '-...-' '-...-' '-.,,...-' 

O{C[t,.,])((1)) = {(1 22 3 ... 34 ... 4 ... n ... n ... )}. - ._,,_, '-...-' '-...-' '-.,,...-' 

When we input a token, it becomes duplicated delivering a first and a second copy of it. In 
net t 1 we have that the second copy can spend some time between the dup node and the 

merge node, while the first copy can go around the feed back loop and pass the merge node 

before the token that is waiting between the dup and the merge node. In t2 this is impossible: 

one may view this as the 2buffer pulling the second token down. 

It should be clear that such an example can be given in any reasonable semantics that is based 

on history functions. Therefore, we have to search for a semantics that gives more details (is 

finer, makes more distinctions) than our operational semantics 0. 

3.2 Basic domains and operators 

We propose a new domain. We wish to add timing information to our history tuples. More

over, it should be the minimal amount of information. (This condition will be discussed in 

section 5). 

Instead of using histories we use finite-word vectors. A finite-word vector is a vector of infinite 

height with elements taken from A*. The counterpart of history tuples are finite-word vector 

tuples. Because finite-word vectors have infinite height, we can group a finite-word vector 

tuple in a so called finite-word matrix in the following way: Let 

{ ( ::: ) , .. ., ( ::: } 
be a finite-word vector tuple (with n elements) then we group it in the following finite-word 

matrix: 

( 

X11 X1n ) 
X21 Xzn 

. . 

Definition 3.1 Define Dom" to be the set of finite-word matrices of width n and infinite 

hei"ght. Let() be a typical element of U,.;:: 0 Dom". 

We shall sometimes use the transpose operator .T: a finite-word vector Xz 
( 

X1 

) is thon writton 

( 
<c )T as x1 xz . . . . 
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Definition 3.2 Define the domain Domn:m by 

Domn:m =Dom"---> P(Domrn) 

Elements of Dom'""' are denoted by <P and are called finite-word vector Junctions. 

We define an abstraction operator flatten which concatenates the (finite) words in the columns 
of the matrix and yields a history tuple in Trace,.: 

Definition 3.3 flatten : Domn ---> Tracen 

X21 

( 

Xll 

flatten( x~ 1 

Next we generalize flatten : Dom" ---> Tracen in 

Definition 3.4 abstr : Domn:m ---> Tracen:m 

abstr(<P) = >..f.{flatten(B): 30[flatten(O) = f /\ t9 E <P(O)]} 

The operator abstr will relate the operational semantics 0 and the intermediate semantics 

I which will be introduced in the next subsection. We shall prove that 0 = abstr o I in 
subsection 3.6. We need the notions of projection and slicing from Dom n. (Recall that 

Tupk.n = { < i1, ... , ik >: Vj E {1, ... , k}[l ~ii ~ n /\ Vl E {1, ... , k}[l =/: j *ii=/: iiJ]}.) 

Definition 3.5 Define for any pair of integers k, n with 0 ~ k ~ n: 

1. {projection from Domn} 

t: Domn X Tupk.n ---> Domk 

) )< i,, ... ,i»~ ( ) 
2. {slicing from Domn) 

j: Domn X Tupk,n---> Domn-k 

is the matrix obtained by removing the ill ... ' ik columns of e. 
We define a function which combines several finite-word vector functions into one finite-word 

vector function: 

Definition 3.6 Take any <P; E Domn;:m,, i = {1, ... , k}. Let n = I:7=l ni and m = 
k i i 

I:;i=l ffli. Put ao = f3o = 0, ai = I:;i=l ni and f3i = I:;i=l mi. We define <Pi::···:: <Pk to be 
a Junction in Domn:m such that 

) 
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The next definition gives the possibility to concatenate the first k elements of an element of 
Dom" (and to throw away the remaining elements): 

Definition 3.7 {concatenate first k elements} Let k 2: 0. 

[k]: Dom"-> FTrace" 

We also need an operator""' (ai)i to be read as an integer speed up (according to (ai)i): 

Definition 3.8 Let (ai)i be an infinite sequence of integers. 

Example 

45 22 
9 € 

€ 1961 459 221961 
71 44 7180 44 
80 € ""'(3,2,1,2, ... ) = 1 3 
1 3 6595 45529 

65 455 
95 29 

If there exists (ai)i such that 82 = 81 ""' (ai)i then we say that 82 is an integer speed up of 
81 . Now we introduce the important notion of delay: 

Definition 3.9 (delay) Let'\.: Dom"-> P(Dom") be given by 

8 '\.= {U: \fk3nk[U[k] ~ 8[k] ~ U[nkl]} 

An equivalent definition would be 

0 '\.= {U: \fk[U[k] :::; 8[kl] A ffotten(8) = fiatten(U)}. 
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If (Ji E ()2 '\. then we say that () 1 is a delay of ()2 and that () 2 is a speed up of ()1 • (See below 

for a discussion about the relation between integer speed up and speed up.) We have the 

following lemma which states some properties of delay: 

Lemma 3.10 

1. W1, e2[e1 E e2 '\.=> e1 '\.~ e2 '\.] 
2. \f(ai)i"v'()1, ()2[()2 = ()1,.,. (ai)i => ()1 E ()2 '\.] 

9. \f(ai)iW1, ()2, e3[(e1,.,. (ai)i = ()2 /\ ()b_ E ()2 '\.) => 3()~ E ()1 '\. [()~,.,. (ai)i = e3j] 

4. \f(ai)iWll e2, e3[(e1,.,. (a;)i = e2 /\ IJ2 E e3 '\.) => 31J~: e1 Ee~ '\. ie~,.,. (ai)i = e3]] 

Part 2. of the lemma shows that integer speed up implies speed up. In order to see that the 

reverse implication does not hold, we give the following example. 

Example 

Take 

594 265 59 2 
14 1 41 65 
E 2 E 12 

()1 = 4 E /\ ()2 = 4 E 

E 4 4 4 

We have that () 2 E () 1 '\., but there does not exist a sequence (ai)i of integers such that 

()2,.,. (a;);= e1. 

3.3 Intermediate semantics I 

In this subsection we give the intermediate semantics I which will assign to a net t E Netn:m 

an element of Dom'""'. Before we give the definition, we try to give some intuition. Suppose 

t =< d1, ... ,dk > {i1: i1, ... ,i1: Ji} and that t E Netn=m. Take any() E Domn. We are 

going to determine the set of all possible outputs if in J(t)(e): '() is on the input lines oft'. 

We are looking for pairs (()1, ()2) E Domn+l x Domm+l (which can be seen as pairs of input 

and output for the tuple of nodes < d 1, ... , dk > without connections) such that 

1. it is an input/output pair according to a firing sequence for < d1, ... , dk >, 

2. if i : j is an element of { i 1 : i1, ... , i1 : Ji} then the contents of the i-th input line 

(() 1 l < i >) should be consistent (in a sense to be made more precise) with the contents 

of the j-th output line (e2 l< j >), 

3. the matrix() 1 without the lines that are to be connected according to {i1 : j 1 , ••• , i1 : Ji} 

(i.e. ()1 i {i1, ... ,i1}) equals e. 

If we have found such a pair (e1, e2) we take as output ()2 without the connected lines (() 2 j 

b1 , ... , Ji}). 

We work out the first point: Suppose the firing sequence for the tuple of nodes is (Xi, Wi, Xi, wi )i. 
In order to perform the i-th firing (Xi, w;, ')(;, wi) we should have on the input lines of 

< d1, ... , dk > at least X1 · · · Xi or, equivalently, if we can not perform the i-th firing yet 
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(because there is not enough input) the output is at most the output of the first i - 1 firings. 
In the definition of I we use yet another formulation (indicated with a ( *) in the definition of 
I below): for every firing we can find a point j such that at this point there is enough input 
to fire the i-th firing and at one point before (j - 1) we do not notice any output of the i-th 
firing. This formulation is equivalent to the first two above as is remarked after the definition 
of I. We also have to make a fairness assumption: all tokens that are produced by the firing 
sequence will eventually come out of the net: fiatten(02) = X1X2 · · ·. 

The second point (about the consistency on the feedback lines) can be worked out as follows: in 
order to perform the i-th firing there should be enough tokens on the input lines. ff we consider 
the lines that are to be connected we know that tokens on these lines are coming from certain 
output lines. Hence the first i - 1 firings should deliver enough tokens on these lines to be able 
to perform the i-th firing: Vi~ l[(x1 · · · Xi) t< ii, ... ,i, >~ (x1 .. · Xi-d L< i1, ... ,Ji>]. 

Definition 3.11 (Intermediate semantics I) Let 

I : Netn:m -+ Domn:m 

be given by 

3(xi, wi, Xi, wi)i firing sequence for < d1 , ... , dk > w.r.t fiatten(Oi) 

(*)Vi~ 13j ~ l[Oi[j] ~ X1···XiA02[i - l] ~ X1 · · · X;-iJ A 
Vi~ l[(x1 ... Xi) t< ii, ... ' it>~ (x1 ... Xi-d t< i1, ... ,Ji >]A 
fiatten(02) = X1X2 · · · 

Remark: we can replace the condition ( *) in this definition by 

Vi~ lVj ~ l[(01[i] ~ X1 · · · Xi A Oi[j - lj "l. X1 · · · x;) => 02[i - l] ~ X1 · · · X;-1] 

or by 

Vi~ lVj ~ l[01[i] l. X1 · · · Xi => 02[i] ~ X1 · · · X;-1] 

to get equivalent definitions for the intermediate semantics. 

Examples 

1. Let I supply be a node in Node 1
'
1. Let us use 0 as start token. Suppose the specification 

lS 

61~upply = {( (o), CT[ NIT, ( 1)' O")' ( ( E), O", ( 1), o-)}. 

•· 
We have 
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2. Consider the net 

t =<split, merge> {2: 1, 3: 2}. 

We have that 

3. We show that the intermediate semantics is fine enough to distinguish between the two 
nets used in the formulation of the Brock-Ackerman anomaly. Later, we will prove that 
1 is compositional. Take 

t 1 =< dup, merge, dup > {2: 1, 3: 3} 

and 

t2 =< dup, merge, dup, 2buffer > {2: 1, 3: 3, 5: 2}. 

Consider fo< oxampk a' input 0 ~ ( : ! ) ' 

( ~~ ) ( 2~2 ) ( 2~1 ) € "\. u € "\. u € "\. u 
. . . . . . . . . 

( 2~1) (2~2) (2~1) € "\. u € "\. u € "\. 

. . . . . . . . . 

and 
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so 

I(t,)f n) ~ 
( !n ~ u ( 12:12 ) ~ u ( 12:1 ) ~ u 

( 22:11 ) ~ u ( 21:12 ) ~ u ( 21:21 ) ~ 

I(ti) I- I(tz). 

Note that 

There are two elements in the second set that are not in the first set: 

This can be interpreted as follows. In the case that the tokens come out of the net in 
the order 1212 or 1221 the first 1 can come out earlier in t 1 • This timing difference is 
made visible in the Brock-Ackerman context. 

3.4 Alternative definition of the intermediate semantics 

In this subsection we provide an alternative definition for the intermediate semantics based on 
automata associated with the nodes in a net. For reasons similar to those discussed in section 
2, we do not prove the equivalence of the two definitions. We first consider the behaviour of a 
single automaton. For any specification o E Specn=m we define an automaton as follows. The 
set of states of the automaton consists of those states that appear in o. The automaton M6 
has n read heads that read from n different tapes and has m write heads that write on m 
different tapes which may be finite or infinite. We use a different kind of tapes than in the 
previous section. The refined structure of the tapes induces a refined notion of the operation 
of the automaton. The first step in the construction of an automaton is a closer examination 
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11 456 

Figure 8: tape with contents 

of the tapes. As indicated, this structure is different from the tapes used in the alternative 

definition of the operational semantics 0. Each tape is divided into an infinite number of 

cells. Each cell may contain a finite word. Hence the contents of such a tape can be described 

as a finite-word vector. For example, a tape with contents (11 € 33 456 ... )T can be pictured 

as in figure 8. 

The contents of n tapes can be described with an element of Domn, where a column in the 

matrix describes the contents of a single tape. 

We sketch the run of an automaton. Let there be given a matrix 0, which gives the contents 

of the input tapes. The automaton reads from these input tapes. It has 2 buffers: an input 

buffer /31 and an output buffer /3z. The automaton starts in the initial state O'JNIT and reads 

from its input tapes into the input buffer /31 . The buffers are finite-word tuples, the input 

buffer has n elements and the output buffer has m elements. Each element of the input buffer 

is associated with an input tape and each element of the output buffer is associated with an 

output tape. The last token of an element of the input buffer is the one most recently read. 

The operation of the automaton consists normally of performing independently read steps, fire 

steps and write steps. When the automaton performs a fire step, it picks nondeterministically 

an element (x, 17, x, a} from 6 such that 

1. the automaton is in state 17 

2. x :::; /31 (ordering as in definition 2.5} 

and 

1. removes x from its input buffer 

2. puts X in its output buffer 

3. enters state a. 

There are independent parts of the automaton that perform read and write steps. The part 

that performs write steps takes tokens from the output buffer and writes them on the output 

tapes: it picks nondeterministically (x~, ... , x~) such that (x~, ... , x~) :::; /32 and writes 

x~, ... , x~ on the corresponding output tapes. The part that performs read steps takes 

tokens from the input tapes and puts them into the input buffer. 

There is a restriction in the places where an automaton is allowed to write, which we now 

define: In order to formulate this restriction we introduce the notion of the position of a (read 

or write) head on a tape. Such a position is a number: a head is in position i if it is reading 

or writing in the i th cell of that tape. We formulate the restriction: 

The position of a write head should always be greater than or equal to the position 

of any read head of the automaton. 
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Note that this restriction can lead to the writing of empty words. For example, take a 
node d E Node 1'1 and suppose (x1x2 .. . )T gives the contents of the input line. Assume that 
(x, a, x, a-) E O.t implies that x1 l_ x. Hence, we are not able to fire with the first word of the 
input. So the automaton needs to read more than the first word of input. By the restriction 
this implies that the write head has to write the empty word. The intuition behind the 
restriction is 

in order to obtain (as output) the first k words (of the finite-word vectors) it is 
sufficient to have as input the first k words. 

There are two fairness conditions on the automaton: If an automaton is enabled, it will fire 
after a finite number of reading steps. The automaton is enabled if there exists a (x, a,)(, a) 
in o such that 

1. the automaton is in state a 

2.x:=:;/31. 

The second fairness condition is that if a token is put in the output buffer, it will be eventually 
written on an output tape. 

Caution: we have introduced two notions of timing: the notion of timing associated to the 
finite-word vectors does not coincide with the notion of timing of the firings. Therefore in gen
eral we do not have that, if ( x1 x2 x3 ••• )T E Dom1 is used as input for an automaton 

belonging to a node d E Node 1
'
1 and the automaton delivers ( x1 x2 x3 .•. JT E Dom1 

as output, then necessarily (x1, ., xi, .) E O.t /\ (x2, ., xz, .) E O<i /\ •••. 

In order to get an alternative definition for the intermediate semantics I we combine several 
automata in one system. This is done in the same way as is done in the alternative definition 
of the operational semantics: we have that on a feedback tape a read head is never overtaken 
by a write head. 

Definition 3.12 (Alternative definition of the intermediate semantics) 
Let 1 : Netn:m -+ Domn:m be given by 

if and only if there exists a run of the system of automata associated with the nodes in net 
t according to the connections specified by the net t on input 81 such that 82 is delivered as 
output. 

3.5 Properties of the intermediate semantics I 

In this subsection we give some properties of the intermediate semantics. We start with 

Lemma 3.13 

VnVd1, ... , dn[I( < d1, ... , dn >) = !(di} :: · · · :: J(dn)] 

The proof of this lemma is omitted. All lemmas in the rest of this section are of the following 
form: given that if E !(t)(8) we can obtain from (8, if) other input/output pairs (8', if'). The 
next lemma tells us that we may delay the output and speed up the input: 

Lemm; 3.14 (delay lemma) 
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Vt E Net""" VO,()' E Dom"V8, 81 E Dom"' [ 

8 E J(t)(O) A 81 E 8""" AO E ()'""" 

=> 
81 E J(t)(O') 

Proof 

Ta.ke a.ny t E Net":rn, () E Dom", 8, O' E Domm such tha.t 

0 E J(t)(O) 

a.nd 

O' E 8""'. 

Suppose 

t = < di' ... , dk > {ii : ii, ... ' i1 : Ji}. 

By the definition of I we ca.n find a. firing sequence (Xi, Wi, Xi, Wi ); for < di, ... , dk > w.r.t 
flatten{()) a.nd () i E Dom"+1, 02 E Dom"'+' such that 

Vi::Jj[O i[j] ?: X i · · · Xi A 02[i - 1] :::; Xi · · · Xi-d, 

ftatten(02) = XiX2 · · ·, 

and 

() 1 i {ii, ... 'i1} = (). 

Define ()~ E Domn+l a.nd ()~ E Domm+l such that 

o~ i Ui, ... .Ji} = o' 
and 

{)~ 1 < Jl' · • · 1 JI > = ()2 1 < Ji 1 • • • 1 Ji > • 

We have 

Ta.ke any integer i ?: 1. Define an integer j such that 

Oi[jj?: X1 · · · Xi A 02[i - lj:::; X1 · · · Xi-11 

We have 
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O~[j];::: 81[J'];::: X1 · · · Xi 

O~[j - 1] ::; 82[i - lj::; X1 · · · Xi-1 

so we can conclude by the definition of 1 that if' E J(t)(O). D 

Lemma 3.15 Take any pair of integers n, m. Take t E Netn:m, 8, 81 E Dom n, if, 82 E Dom m 

such that 

82 E J(t)(Oi), 

Vi;::: 13N, M ~ l[N;::: M /\ Oi[N]::; O[ij /\ if[i]::; 82 [Mj], (*) 

flatten(&) =flatten(& i), 

flatten(if) = flatten(82). 

Then we have 

if E J(t)(O). 

Remark: we can replace the condition ( *) by one of the following equivalent conditions: 

or 

VN::JM[O[N] ~ Oi[Mj /\ if[N]::; 82 [M]]. 

Proof 

Take any t E Net"'m, 8,8 1 E Domn, if,82 E Domm such that 

82 E J(t)(Oi) 

Vi::JN, M[N;::: M /\ Oi[N]::; O[i] /\ if[i]::; 82 [M]J 

flatten(if) = flatten(82) 

flatten(&)= flatten(Oi) 

Assume t =< d 1 , ••• ,dk > {i1 : ili···ii1: Ji}. By the definition of 1 we can find 84 E 
Domm+l, 83 E Domn+l and a firing sequence (Xi,Wi,Xi,wi)i for< di, ... ,dk > w.r.t 
flatten(83 ) such that 

Vi::Jj[83[j] ~ X1 · · · Xi A 84[j - 1]::; X1 · · · Xi-iJ, 

flatten(O,i) = X1X2 · · ·, 

84 i {ii, ... ,Ji}= 82, 

83 i {i1, ... ,ii} =81 

and 
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We construct 05 E Domn+I, 06 E Domm+I as follows. Let (ai)i be a sequence of integers such 

that 

O[ij ~ (x1 · .. x.,.) i {ii. ... , i1} 

O[i] l (x1 · · · Xa;+i) i {ill ... ,i1} 

From the definition of (ai)i it follows that (ai)i is monotonically nondecreasing. We consider 

only the case that limi ..... oo ai is infinite. (other cases can be handled by a similar argument). 

Define 

05 = /\ 06 = 

Let us explain the notation: The rows of the matrices above are the finite-word tuples in the 

boxes. We have that 

Hence by lemma 3.14 

We show that 0 E ( Oo j {ii, ... , Ji}) '\,: Take any integer i. By the condition we can find N, M 

such that O[ij ~ 02[M], Oji] ~ Oi[Nj and N ~ M. O[i] ~ Oi[N] implies 03[N] l X1 · · · Xa;+i· 

This implies that 04[Nj ~ X1 · · · Xa, so 04 [M] ~ x1 · · · x .• ,. Because O[i] ~ 02 [M] we have 

O[ij ~ (04 i {j1, ... ,j,})[M] ~ (x1 ···x .• ,) i {ji, ... ,Ji} Hence 0 E (Oo i {ji, ... ,Ji}) '\.. 

Now apply lemma 3.14: 0 E J(t)(O). 0 

The lemma below tells us that we can take the same integer speed up in input and output 

simultaneously: 

Lemma 3.16 

Vt E Netn:rn VO E Domnvo E Domm [ 

=> 

Proof 

0 E l(t)(O) 

V(ai)i[(U "-" (a;)i) E l(t)(O "-"{a.;);)] 

l 

Take any t E Netn:m and 0 E Domn, 0 E Domm such that 0 E J(t)(O). Assume t =< 

di, ... , dk > {ii : i1, ... , i1 : Ji}. By the definition of 1 we can find a firing sequence 

(Xi, w;, .X;, ill;); for < di, ... , dk > w.r.t ftatten(O) and 01 E Domn+I, 02 E Domm+I such 

that 

Vi3j[Oi[jj ~ X1 · · · X; /\ Oz[i - 1] ~ .X1 · · · X;-1], 
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flatten(f)z) = X1X2 · · ·, 

Vi~ l[{x1 ... Xi) 1< i1, .. .,i, >'.S: {x1 ... Xi-d 1< ii,. . .,Ji >l, 

fJ2 i {Ji' .. ., Ji} = u 
and 

Take any integer i. Take j such that 

fJi[j] ~ X1 · · · Xi /\ fJ2[i - 1] '.S: X1 · · · Xi-1, 

Take any sequence of integers (a;)i {such that Vi[a, >OJ). Define an integer "f such that 

We have 

(fJ1 ""'(a;).)hl = fJi[a1 + · · · + a 7 ] ~ fJi[j] ~ Xi ···Xii 

(fJ2""' {ai);)h- 1] = fJ2[a1 + · · · + a 7 -1l '.S: fJ2[i - 1] '.S: X1 · · · Xi-1, 

So for any i we can find a "f such that it satisfies a condition in the definition of the intermediate 
semantics, that is 

(fJ1""' {a;);)['Y] ~ X1 · · · Xi 

(fJ2""' (a;);)h- 1] '.S: X1 · · · Xi-1 

It is not difficult to see that 

and 

(fJ2""' (a;);) i {i1,. .. ,Ji}= (B""' (a;)i) 

so by the definition of 1 we have (U rv (a;).) E l(t)(fJ rv (a;)i)· D 

3.6 Relation between the intermediate semantics I and the oper
ational semantics 0 

The operational and intermediate semantics can be related with the operator abstr, which 

was defined in subsection 3.2. This is stated in 

Theorem 3.17 0 = abstr o 1 
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Proof 

Take any t E Net'"m. Suppose 

t = < d 1 i ... l dk > {ii : ii l ••• ' i1 : Ji } . 

We have 

(abstr o J)(t) = 

abstr(!(t)) =[Definition I] 

abstr(.AIJ.{B: 

38 i EDom n+l, 82 E Domrn+l [ 

3(x;, w;, Xii w;)i firing sequence for < dli ... , dk > w.r.t .flatten(8i) 

Vi~ Bi~ 1[8i[i] ~ Xi · · · Xi /\ 82[i - 1]::; X1 · · · X;-iJ /\ 
Vi~ 1[(x1 · .. xd t< ii, ... ,i1 >::; (x1 · · · x;-d t< ii, ... ,Ji>]/\ 
.flatten(82) = X1X2 · · · 

]}) 

= [definition of abstr] 

.Af.{.flatten{B): 38 E Dom"[f = jlatten(8) /\ 

8 i i {ii, ... , i1} = 8 /\ 82 i U1, ... , Ji} = o /\ 
3(x;, w;, X;, w;)i firing sequence for < di, ... , dk > w.r.t .flatten(81) 

Vi~ Bi~ 1[8i[i] ~ Xi · · · Xi /\ 82[i -1]::; X1 · · · X;-iJ /\ (*) 
Vi~ 1[(x1 ... X;) t< i1i · .. ,i1 >::; {x1 ... Xi-d t< iii· .. .Ji>]/\ 
ftatten(82) = X1X2 · · · 

]]} 

(abstr o 1 c 0) Take any f E Tracen. Take any I" E Tracem such that I" E (abstr o J)(t)(f). 
By the derivation above we have I" E '\lf(f). By definition of '\lf we can find 8 E Dom n, 

8- D rn 8 D m+k 8 D n+k d :Ii . ( - - ) s: E om , 1 E om , 2 E om an a rmg sequence X;, w;, X;, w; ; 1or 
< d1, ... , dk > w.r.t ftatten(8) such that 

ftatten(8i) = X1X2 · · ·, 
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flatten(&)= r 

and 

flatten(&)= r. 

Define f1 = flatten(Oi), f2 = flatten(Oz). We have 

f1 = X1X2 ... I 

r1 r U1, ... ,1i} = r 

and 

r 2 r { i 1 , ... , i,} = r 

i.e. r E O(t)(f) by the definition of 0. 

(0 c abstr o 1) Take any r E Tracen. Take any t E Tracem such that t E O(t)(f). By 
the definition of 0 we can find r 1 E Tracen+I, r 2 E Tracem+I and a firing sequence 
(x;,wi,X;,w;); for< dli···•dk > w.r.t f1 such that 

and 

We only consider the case that {Xii w;, x;, wi)i is an infinite sequence such that r 1 = 
X1X2 · · ·. Define 

Take 8 = 81 j {i1, ... ,ii}. We have t E w(f), i.e. f E (abstr o J)(t)(f). 

D 
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4 Compositionality of the intermediate semantics I and 

the introduction of the denotational semantics D 

In this section we investigate the compositionality of the intermediate semantics I. Normally, 

compositionality is defined with respect to some operators. On Net we have as yet no opera

tors. Instead of defining operators on Net and then proving the compositionality, we proceed 

in this section in a more indirect way. 
We want to have two kinds of operators on nets: tupling and connecting operators. Tupling 

is putting nets besides each other, without making connections. The connecting operators 

make more connections in a net. First we build up a new set CNet of nets based directly on 

these operators. A net s E CNet is either a basic node d or a tupling operator applied to 

subnets or a connection operator applied to a subnet. 

We introduce a denotational semantics 0 for CNet. It is called denotational because 

each syntactic operator has a semantic counterpart. Hence this denotational semantics 0 is 

compositional by definition. We introduce a function NF on CNet which gives a normal form 

of a net. The normal form NF(s) of a nets E CNet can be seen as the flattened version of 

the net s. We show, for any s E CNet, that O(s) = O(NF(s)). A corollary of this normal 

form result is an associativity result for 0 which states that if two nets are equal but for 

the order in which connections are made, then they have the same denotational semantics. 

We also introduce the notion of context on CNet. A context is a net with one hole (or, 

occasionally, just a net, i.e., a net with no holes). For any context C and nets s 1 , s2 E C Net 

we have that if O(si) = O(s 2 ) then also O(C(si)) = O(C(s2 )). This follows directly from the 

compositionality of the 0 with respect to the operators of tupling and connecting. 

We return to the issue of compositionality of the intermediate semantics I. We have that 

Net c CNet and hence the denotational semantics 0 is also defined on Net. We show for any 

t E Net that I(t) = O(t). Given a net s E CNet the flattened version NF(s) is an element 

of Net. With the help of the denotational semantics 0 (using the compositionality of 0, its 

equality to I on Net and the normal form result) we are able to show the compositionality 

of the intermediate semantics I: We show that for any context C (on CNet) and for any 

two nets t 1 , tz E Net that if I(ti) = J(t2) then also I(NF(C(ti))) = I(NF(C(t2)))(*). The 

notion of context will also play an important role in section 5. The formal definition of a 

context will be given in subsection 4.6. 

We give an overview of the rest of this section. In subsection 4.1 we introduce the new 

syntax for the class of data flow nets CNet. The set of nets CNet introduced by this syntax is 

a superset of the set of nets Net used in the previous sections. To this syntax we assign in 4.2 

the denotational semantics 0. Subsection 4.3 provides some properties of the denotational 

semantics 0. In 4.4 we relate I and 0 by showing that 

'it E Net[J(t) = O(t)]. 

In subsection 4.5 we give the relation between the two kinds of syntax: each net s E CNet 

has a normal form NF(s) which is a net in Net. We then show the normal form result: 

Vs E CNet[O(NF(s)) = O(s))]. 

Using these results we derive in 4.6 the compositionality of I, i.e., the implication (*). At the 

end of subsection 4.6, we comment on the relationship between the notion of compositionality 

involving a context and the (usual) notion involving (corresponding) syntactic and semantic 

operators. 
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4.1 Compositional syntax 

If we look at the syntax of data flow nets given in section 2.2 we see that a data flow net is 
described as a flat structure. All nodes of the net are listed and some connections are made. 
In this subsection we propose a different kind of syntax. We build the nets in a compositional 
manner: a net is either a basic node or a number of nets put in parallel (without connections) 
or is a net to which some connections are added. 

Definition 4.1 (Compositional Syntax) Let the set CNet with typical elements, be de
fined as Un.rn::O::O CNef':rn where the sets CNetn:m are given by 

s E CNetn:m :: = d E Noden:m 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[si E CNet"•'m•] 
=:>-

n = I::7=l ni Am= 2:::7= 1 m; 

l 

S1 E CNetn+k:rn+k A 

Vl::; N, M::; k[N f- M ==:>- iN f- iM] A 
Vl::; N, M::; k[N =/- M ==:>-JN f- JM] A 
Vi E {i1, ... ,ik}[l::; i ~ n+ kj A 
VJ E {i1, ... , Jk }[ 1 ~ J ~ m + k]. 

The restrictions in the definition of the syntax imply 

• s has indeed n input and m output lines, 

• it is only possible to connect existing lines 

• each input line is connected to at most one output line and each output line is connected 
to at most one input line 

Connecting lines decreases the number of input and output lines. This decrease is sometimes 
called hiding: the connected lines are said to be hidden. 
A net defined in section 2 is also a net in the sense of the previous definition. Hence Nef''m C 

CNet"'rn. 

Example 

We show in four figures (figures 9, 10, 11 and 12) how the net 

<< merge, split> {3: 1}, plus1 > {2: 3, 3: 2}. 

is built up. This net is not an element of Net. 
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Figure 9: < merge, split > 
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Figure 10: < merge, split > {3 : 1} 
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Figure 11: << merge, split> {3: 1}, plus1 > 
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J 

Figure 12: <<merge, split> {3: 1},plusl > {2: 3,3: 2} 

4.2 The denotational semantics D 

In the previous subsection we have introduced a compositional syntax and in this section we 
assign a denotational semantics D to it. For the basic nodes this is easy. Inspired by the 
definition of the intermediate semantics we define for any node d, 

where </>d is given in the following definition: 

Definition 4.2 Let d E Noden:m. Define </><1 E Domn:m by <f>rt = J{d). 

The case that a net consists of n subnets is also not difficult because the executions of the 
nets do not interact with each other. We can use the operator :: · · · :: (see definition 3.6): 
D(< s1, ... , s,, >) = D(si) :: · · · :: D(sn)· 

The complicated case is the case that a net is made up of a subnet s in which some more 
connections are to be made. Suppose we have the meaning of this subnet (which is a function 
in Dom"'m). We want to make more connections: for example, suppose we want to connect 
the i th input line to the j th output line (and no other connections). Because we hide all 
connections, the new net (with the i : j connection) has 'lost' one input and one output line. 
We consider what happens for a fixed input B E Dom"- 1

• There should be a relation between 
the i th input and the j th output. They have to be almost the same, except for the fact that 
we have to guarantee that nothing is consumed before it is produced. The first idea is that 
the input on the i-the input line should be an (epsilon) shift of the output on the j-th output 
line. We first give the definition of an epsilon shift: 

Definition 4.3 {<:-shift) Define the operator 

ED : Dom"-+ Dom" 

by 

) ( 
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We continue with the i : j-connection: we look for pairs 01 E Domn, 02 E Domm such that 

• 02 E cfi(Oi) where cfi E Domn:m is the meaning of the subnet s, 

• 01 without the i th line equals 0, i.e. 01 j { i} = 0, 

( 

X1 ) 
• if 02 projected on the j th line equals X2 then 01 projected on the i th line equals 

This turns out too restrictive as can be seen from the following example: Let I E Node 1
'
1 be 

the identity node: 

6r ={((a), arNITi (a),aINrT): a is a token} 

We do not want to make a semantic difference between the following two nets: 

t 1 =<I>, 

t3 =< I, I> {2: 1}. 

If we follow the definition as outlined above we have 

D(t1)(0) = O "-

and 

O(t:?}(O) = (cDO) "-. 

We can use the""' (ai)i operator to solve this problem. Informally, if we apply this operator 

as in the next definition, we do not require that the feedback lines of 01 are an E shift of the 

feedback lines of 02. We make a weaker assumption: there exist O~ and O~ with O~ E cfi(OD 

such that the feedback lines of O~ and O~ differ only by an E shift and such that 0, U are integer 

speed ups (with the same sequence of integers) of the input lines of O~ and the output lines 

of O~ respectively. As we will see in remark 2 below, the application of the""' (ai)i operator 

which concatenates words has as a consequence that it intuitively removes finite numbers of 

empty words. After the definition of the denotational semantics we show that the nets t 1 and 

t 2 are identified by the denotational semantics. 

Definition 4.4 (Denotational semantics) Let the semantics 

D : CNetn:m -+ Domn:m 

be given by 

1. D(d) = <P.t 

2. D(< s1, ... ,sn >) = D(si) :: · ·· :: D(sn) 
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s. D(s{i1:i1, ... ,ik:Ji.})= 

e2 E D(s)(ei) /\ 
( () 1 ! < i 1, ... , ik >) = E 0 ( ()2 ! < J1, ... , Jk >) /\ 
0 = (ez t {i1, ... ,Ji.}) rv (ai)i /\ 
() = ( () l t { i l • ... , ik}) rv ( a;)i 

l 
}. 

Remarks 

1. We have that D(< S!J •.• ,sk >)is a function of D(si), ... , D(sk) and that D(s{i 1 : 

i1 1 ••• ,ik: Jk}) is a function of D(s) and i1 1 ••• ,ik>i1, ... ,Ji., so Dis a compositional 
semantics. 

2. Take (as in the previous example) t 1 =<I> and t2 =<!,I> {2: 1}. We show that 
D(ti) = D(tz): 

D(ti) = </>1 = >..e.e '\., 

>..e.{OE Dom1 
: :w1, {}z E Dom 2

, (add 
()3 E (<Pr:: <Pr)(e1) /\ 
()1 !< 2 >= EO{}z !< 1 > /\ 
()1 i {2} rv (ai)i = () /\ {}z t {1} rv (a;)i =OJ} 

Suppose that 0 E D(tz)(e). Hence we can find ()1, ()2 E Dom2 and a sequence of integers 
(ai)i such that 

() = (e1 t {2}) rv (a;)i, 

0 = (e2 t {1}) rv (a;)i, 

() l ! < 2 > = E 0 ( ()2 ! < 1 >), 

()2 E ()1 '\. • 

From ()2 E () 1 '\. we derive 

()2 ! < 2 >E ( () l ! < 2 >) '\. . 

Hence, by ()1 !< 2 >= EO(e2 !< 1 >),we have 

()2 !< 2 >E (ED (()2 !< 1 >)) '\. 

so (because () 2 E () l '\.) 
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so 

This implies 

I.e. 

so 

and hen<e ii E V(t,)(8). Now .uppose that IJ E V(t,)(8) and that 8 ~ ( :: ) and 

We have 

01 t< 2 >= E0(02 t< 1 >), 

(01 i {2}) rv (a;}i = 0, 

(02 j {1}) rv (ai}i = 0. 

and 02 = 

3. We cannot omit the E-shift: Take for example 

t =< merge, split, 2buffer > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3} 

If we omit the E shift we have that 

X1 E 
E x1 

X2 E and (ai)i = (2, 2, 2, ... ). 
E X2 

This behaviour is impossible according to our operational semantics. 
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4.3 Properties of the denotational semantics D 
As with the intermediate semantics, we devote a section to properties of [). Again, all lem
mas point out that if we have a certain input/output pair, we can obtain from this other 
input/output pairs. 

Before we give these properties, we first give two lemmas: The first lemma gives a property 
of £0 and "v> (ai)i (the proof of which we omit): 

Lemma 4.5 

Lemma 4.6 Let Oi E Domn, 02 E Domm and let (Xii Wi, Xii wi)i be a firing sequence for a 
tuple of nodes w.r.t. ftatten(02) such that 

Vi:Ji[Bi[i] ~ Xi · · · Xi /\ 02[J - lj:::; Xi · · · Xi-il· 

Assume that for some {ii •... , ik, ii, ... , Jk} we have 

€ D ( 02 1 < ii, ... , Jk >) = 0 i ! < i l • ... , ik > . 

We have 

Proof 

(xi · · · xd 1< ii, ... ,ik >:::; Bi[il 1< ii, ... ,ik >= 

We have a delay lemma for 0: 

Lemma 4.1 (delay lemma) 

Proof 

Induction on s. 

if E D(s)(O) /\ B' Ee'\, /\0 E O' '\, 
=> 
if' E O(s)(O') 

(d) Follows directly from the delay lemma 3.14 for I. 

( < s1, ... , sk >) Take any if, if1 E Dom"\ 0, O' E Domn such that 

D 

e E D(< SlJ ••• ' Sk >)(B), if' E e '\,. and B E O' '\,. Suppose Vi E {1, ... ,k}[< 
si, ... , Si >E CNetn;:m, ]. Put no = mo = 0. Define 

Oi = 0 1< ni-1+1, ... , n; >, 
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8,, = 8 t< Tni-1 + 1, ... , m; > 

and 

8~ = 8' L< m;.-1+1, ... ,m; >, 

6~ = 6' L< ni-l + 1, ... , n;. >. 

We have 

so by induction 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[8~ E D(si)(6DJ 

so by definition of D: 

(s{i1 : ili ... , ik : Jk}) Take any 8, 81 E Domm, 6, 6' E Domn such that 8 E D(s{i1 : i 1 , ... , ik: 

ik})(6) , 6 E 6' '\.and 8' E 8 ",.. By the definition of D we can find 62 E Domm+k and 
61 E Domn+k and a sequence of integers (a;.)i such that 

62 E D(s)(6i), 

and 

We use lemma 3.10, 3 to see that it is possible to define 6~ E Domm+k such that 

and 

(6~ t {i1, ... ,1k}) ~ (a;)i = 8'. 

We use lemma 3.10, 4 to see that it is possible to define 6~ E Domn+k such that 
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and 

By induction we have 

O~ E D(s)(O~) 

so by definition of D: 

O' E D(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk})(O'). 

D 

The next lemma states that we can take the same integer speed up "" ( ai)i in input and 

output. 

Lemma 4.8 

Vs E CNetn=rnve E Domnve E Dom"'[ 

0 E D(s)(O) 
<=> 
V{ai);[(O"" (ai);) E D(s)(O"" {ai)i)] 

l 

Proof 

If we take (ai)i = (l)i, we immediately have(<=). For(=>) take any s E CNetn:rn, 0 E Domn, 
e E Dom"' such that e E D{s)(O). Take any sequence of integers (ai)i. We use induction on 

s. 

{d) We have that J(d) = D(d) = </>,t by definition. Apply lemma 3.16. 

(< s1, .•. ,sk >)Suppose 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[< s1, ... , Si >E CNetn,.rn;]. 

Put n0 = m 0 = 0. Define 

Vi E {1, ... ,k}[Oi = e l< ni-1+1, ... ,n; >I 

and 

Vi E {1, ... ,k}[Oi = 0 l< mi-1+1, ... ,m; >]. 

We have 

Vi E {1, ... 'k}[Oi E D(si)(ei)] 

so by induction 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[(Oi"" (ai);) E D(si)(ei"" (a;)i)J 
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so by definition of D 

(s{i1 :j1, ... ,ik :jA:}) By definition of D we can find B2 E Domm+k, () 1 E Domn+k and a 

sequence of integers (,Bi)i such that 

and 

Define (Ji); such that 

71 = .81 +···+.Bai 

We have 

and 

(e "A (a;);)=((B2 l U1, ... ,jlc}) "A (,Bi);) "A (a;); 
=(B2 i U1i···iid) "A (1;); 

(B "A (a;);)=((B1 i {i1, ... ,ik}) "A (,B;);) "A (a;)i 
=(B1 i {i1, ... ,ilc}) "A ("f;)i 

so by definition of D we have 

The next lemma makes use of the following definition: 

0 

Definition 4.9 Let() E Dom,. and let (a;); be a sequence of integers. Define() I> (a;); by 

E ••• E } 

: : a1 -1 

E E 

Xu ... X1n 

E •• • E } 

: : a2 -1 

E E 
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We list some properties of I>, which are easily verified: 

Lemma 4.10 

1. B=B 1>(1,1,1, ... ), 

2. EOB = () I> (2, 1, 1, ... ), 

S. (B I> (ai);) "-"' (a;)i = B, 

4. fiatten(B I> (ai)i) = fiatten(B), 

5. ((EDB) I> (a;)i) E (ED(B I> (a;);))'\.. 

Proof 

We only take a look at some steps in the proof of point 3: we have that 

This in1plies 

() I> (a1 + a2, a3, a4, ... ) E (B I> (a1 + 1, a2, a3, ... )) '\. 

and hence 

We use I> to state the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.11 

Vs E CNetn:mw E Domn\fif E Domm[ 

Proof 

0 E O(s)(B) 
{::> 

V(a;)i[(O I> (a;)i) E O(s)(B I> (ai)i)] 
l 

( <=) is trivial: take ( ai) i = (1);. For ( =>) we use induction on s: 

D 

(d) Take any if E Domm, () E Domn such that if E rP<t(B). Because 0 E </i,t(B) we can find a 
firing sequence (Xi, ai, Xi, ai)i ford w.r.t fiatten(B) and a sequence of integers (,Bi)i such 
that 

Vi[B[,Bi] ~ X1 · · · Xi /\. O[,Bi - 1] ::; X1 · · · Xi-1! 

and 

fiatten(O) = X1X2 · · · · 

Define (ei)i = (a1 + · · · + a13,)i. We have 
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and 

flatten(& I> (o:;)i) = X1X2 · · · 

(< s1, .. .,sk >)Take any e E Dom"\ 0 E Domn such that e E D(< s1, ... ,sk >)(0). 
Suppose Vi E {l, ... ,k}[< s1, ... ,si >E CNetn;:m;]. Put no= mo = 0. Define for 

iE{l, ... ,k}: 

Bi= 0 L< ni-1+1, .. . ,n; > 

and 

e, =et< m;-1 + 1, ... 'm; > . 

We have 

Vi{l, ... , k}[O; E O(si)(O;)J 

so by induction 

Vi E {l, ... , k}[(O; I> (o:;);} E O(s;)(Oi I> (o:i);)] 

so by definition of D 

(s{i1 :j1, ... ,ik :jk}) Take any 0 E Domm, 0 E Domn such that 0 E O(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: 
Jic})(B). By the definition of D we can find 02 E Domm+k and 01 E Domn+k and a 
sequence of integers (.8,), such that 

and 

Define 

('Yi)i = (0:1, 1, ... ' 1, 0:2, 1, ... ' 1, ... ) . ..___,,._., ,__,__,, 
/h-1 ~2-1 

By induction we have 
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By lemma 4.10, 3 we have that 

and hence 

Define O~ E Dom n+k such that 

and 
J 

B~ j{i1, ... ,ik}=(B1 i{i1, ... ,ik1
}) l>(l;)i. 

·We have 

Because 

we have by lemma 4. 7 

Define 

(.;;); = (1, ... ' 1, (31' 1, ... ' 1, f32, .. . ) . ..__.....,, ..__.....,, 
u1-l a2-l 

We have 

and 

Recall that 

so we can conclude 

0 
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4.4 Relation between the intermediate semantics I and the deno
tational semantics D 

The semantics 1 is only defined for nets in Netn:m. We show in this subsection that 1 and /) 
coincide on these nets. 

Theorem 4.12 'tit E Netn:m[J(t) = D(t)] 

Proof 

Take any t E Netn:m. Assume 

t = < d 1 ' ... ' dk > { i l : i1' ... ' i1 : Ji } ' 

Vi E {1, ... ,k}[< d1, ... ,di >E Netn•'"'•] 

and 

no= mo = 0. 

Take any 0 E Domn=m. 

(D(t)(o) ~ J(t)(o)) 

D(t)(O) = 

02 E (</><11 :: · · · :: ef>,ik)(Oi) /\ 
01 1< i1, ... , i1 >= eO (02 1< J1, ... ,j1 >) /\ 
{01 i {i1, ... ,i1})'""' (ai)i = 0 /\ 
(02 i {i1, · .. ,Ji})"-" (ai)i = U 

l 
}. 

Take any If E D(t)(O). Choose 02 E Dommk, 01 E Domnk and a sequence of integers 
( ai)i such that 

and 

By the definitions of/), 1 and lemma 3.13 we have that 
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so 

By the definition of I we can find a firing sequence (x;, w;, )(;, w;); for < di, ... , dk > 
w.r.t. fiatten(8i) such that 

Vi3j[8i[j] ~ X1 · · · Xi /\ 82[i - 1] ::; X1 · · · Xi-iJ 

and 

Now apply lemma 4.6 to see that 

so by the definition of 1 we have 

By lemma 3.16 we have 

and hence 

0 E J(t}(8). 

(D(t)(8) 2 l(t)(8)) Take any 0 E J(t)(8). By definition of I we can find 82 E Dommk, 
81 E Domnk, a firing sequence (x;, Wf, Xii wi)i for < d1 , ... , dk > w.r.t fiatten(8i} such 
that 

\fi3j[8i[j] ~ X1 · · · Xi /\ 82[i]::; X1 · · · X;-iJ, 

82 i {i1' ... ' Ji} = 0 

and 

Define 8~ E Dom m,., 8~ E Dom nk such that 
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We have (because V'i[(xi · · · Xi) !<ii, ... , i1 >~ (x1 · · · Xi-i) !< J.1' ... , Ji >],) 

V'i E {1, ... , k}[O~ !< mi-i + 1, ... , m; >E l/>tt,(0~ !< ni-i + 1, ... , ni >)] 

i.e. 

Define 01 E Domnk such that 

01 !< i1, ... ,i1 >=ED (0~ !< i1, ... ,Ji>). 

We have 

so by lemma 4.7 (because D ( < di, ... , dk >) = 4'<11 :: · · · :: 4>t1k) 

i.e. 

We only consider the case that 

Define for all i, integers ai ~ 0 such that 

Note that in general ai can be zero. Let (/3;)i be the sequence of integers which is 
obtained by removing all zeros in (adi· By lemma 4.8 we have 

We have (0~ j {ii, ... ,i1} ,..._... (/3,Ji) E 0 "',.because for all i we have 

Take any i. We can find a i such that 

and 
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Because 

and 

we have j ;::: i. Hence we have 

O"[j];::: 

O"[i]. 

We can conclude that 

0 E (11~ f {j1, ... ,Ji}) ~ (.Bi)i '\. 

so by the delay lemma for D we have 0 E D(t)(O). 

0 

4.5 Normal form of compositional nets and the order of connec-
tions 

In this subsection we define a function NF: CNetN:M -+ NetN:M. This function relates the 
two kinds of syntax we have introduced thusfar. 

Definition 4.13 (Normal Form) Define 

NF: CNe~=M -+ Ne~=M 

inductively as follows: 

1. NF(d) = d, 

2. NF(< s1,·· .,sk >) = 

<du,···, d1n1' 

... ' 
dk11···1 dknk > 

{ao + iu: /30 +Ju,···, ao + i1m1 : /30 + i1m11 
... ' 
ak-l + ikl : /3k-1 + Jki• · · · 'ak-1 + ikmk : /3k-1 + Jkmk }, 

' where, 
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Vl E {1, ... ,k}[NF(si) =< d11, .. ·, d1n1 > {i11: Ji1i · · · ,izm1 : Jim1 }], 

VlE {1, ... ,k}[< du, ... ,d1n1 , ... ,d11, ... ,d1n1 >E Netai:.Oi] 

and 

oo = /30 = 0. 

9. NF(s{i1 :]1, ... ,ik :Ji.:})= 

where 

NF(s) =<di, ... , d,. > {i~ : Jf, ... , i~n : J:,.}, 

and o 1 , oz, ... , ON +k are choosen such that 

01 <Oz < · · · < <Y.N+k 

{1, ... , N + k + m}\ {i~, ... , i~,.} = {01, oz, ... , ON+d 

and /31, /3z, ... , f3M+k are choosen such that 

/31 < f3z < · · · < f3M+k 

{1, ... , M + k + m}\{Jf, ... , J:,J = {/31, /3z, · · ·, f3M+d 

Remarks 

1. We have in case 3. of the definition above that {ai1, ... , oik} is a subset of {o1 , oz, ... , aN+d 

and that {/3111 ••• , /3ik} is a subset of {/31, /3z, ... , /3M +d. 

2. Note that Ner'rn = {NF(s): s E CNet'""'}. 

Examples 

1. For any node d E Noden:m (n, m ~ 2) we have 

NF((d{l: 1}){1: 1}) = d{l: 1, 2: 2} 

2. NF( < < merge, split > { 3 : 1}, plusl > { 2 : 3, 3 : 2}) = 

< merge, split, plusl > {2: 4, 3: 1, 4: 3}, 

Next we present an associativity result. Informally, we show that the order in which connec

tions are made is not important: making all connections simultaneously is the same as doing 

it in an iterative way. For example consider a node with three inputs and three outputs. As 

suggested in figures 13, 14 and 15 there are three different ways to connect two lines. The 

order in which we connect lines should not make any difference for the semantics: we like to 

have that 

D((d{3: 3}){2: 2}) = D((d{2: 2}){2: 2}) = D(d{2: 2, 3: 3}). 

The equalities are consequences of the next theorem. Similar results are shown in [Staples & Nguyen 1985] 

and [de Bakker et al 1985]. 

Theorem 4.14 Vs E CNetn'm[.O(s) = .O(NF{s))]. 
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r r 

- -
L _J L 

Figure 13: (d{3: 3}){2: 2} 

,---, ,----, 

- -
L ___ _J L ___ _J 

Figure 14: (d{2: 2}){2: 2} 

-

Figure 15: d{2 : 2, 3 : 3} 
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Proof 

We use induction on the complexity of s. 

( d) trivial. 

(< s1, ... ,sk >)Assume 

Vl E {1, ... , k}[NF(si} =< d11, ... , den: > {i11 : Ji1, · · ·, i1m1 : .Jim1 }], 

VlE {1, ... ,k}[< s1 , ••. ,s1 >E CNet"1
'
131

]. 

and 

ao = f3o = 0. 

We prove the two inclusions: 

(£!(< s1, ... ,sk >) ~ O(NF(< s1, ... ,sk >))) 

£!(< s 1 , ••• , sk >=[definition of£!] 

O(si) :: · · · :: O(sk) =[induction] 

O(NF(si)) :: · · · :: O(NF(sk)) =[definition of ::J 

).0.{B :V'iE{l, ... ,k}[ 
B t< f3i-l + 1, ... , f3i >E O(NF(s,))(O t< ai-1+1, ... , a,>) 

l 
}= 

).0.{B: V'l E {1, ... , k}3011, 0123{au)i[ 

012 E (ef>,t11 :: • • • :: ef>.t1,,)(011) /\ 
011 t<i11, ... ,i1m1 >=£0012 L<Ji1'···>1im1 > /\ 
(011 i {i11, ... ,izmil)"" {a1;); = 0 t< a1-1 + l, ... ,a1 > /\ 
(012 i {Jil>···>Ji,,.,})"" (a1;); = B t< /31-1 + l, ... ,/31 > 

I 
}. 

Take any O, B such that 

BE£!(< s1 , •. ., Sk >)(0). 

By the derivation above we can find, for each l E {1, ... , k}, 011, 012 and a sequence 

of integers ( ali )i such that 

011 t< i11, · · · 'izm1 >= £0012 t< Ji1, · ·. ,Jimi >, 

and 

(812 i {Ji1, ... ,Jim1}) ""(a1;); = B t< /31-1 + l, ... ,(31 > · 

Define the sequence (ffii )i such that 
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'<lj[Si = max{atji .. . ,aki}J 

and sequences (for l E {1, ... ,k}) (6J)j such that 

'<ll E { 1, ... , k }[( .;,i)i = (1, ... , 1, St - a11, 1, ... , 1, S2 - a12, .. . )]. 
'--v--' ,,______.. '--v--' ,,______.. 

"ll if >O 012 if >0 

By lemma 4.11 we have 

'<ll E {1, ... , k}[012 I> (.;li)i E (</J.i11 :: · · · :: </J,t1n)(011 I> (fo)i)J. 

We have that for any l E {1, ... , k} 

811 !< i11, ... , i1m1 >= €0 (812 !< i11, · · · 'Jirn1 >) 

so 

(Bit!< i11, ... ,i1,,.1 >) I> (.;IJ)j = (cO (812 !< Jit, · ·. ,Jim1 >)) I> (fo)i 

and this implies by lemma 4.10 

and hence 

(Ou I> (fo)J) !< i11, ... ,i1m1 >E (c0(012 I> (61)i) !< Jiti · ·. ,Jim1 >) '\, 

Define e:t, 0:2 such that (for l E { 1, ... , k}) 

0:2 = 812 I> (fo)3, 

e;t !<i1ti···iilm1 >=1:0(012 1>(61)J)!<Jit1···iJirn1 > 

and 

e;t i {i11, ... ,i1m1} = (811 I> (61)1) i {i11, ... ,i1rn1}. 

We have for all l E {1, ... , k} by lemma 4.7 

0;2 E <P.t1n
1 
(e;i). 

Moreover, for all l E {1, ... , k} we have 

e:t !< i11, ... , i1m1 >= €0 (e;2 !< i11, ... , Jim1 >), 

and 

(e;t i {i11, ... ,i1rn1}) "-" (S;}; = 0 !< a1-t + l, ... ,a1 > 

i.e. 

0 E D(NF(< S1, ... , Sk >))(O). 

(D(< St, ... , Sk >) 2 D(NF(< St, ... , Sk >))) Take any (;l E Domn, 0 E Domm such 
that 

0 E D(NF(< s1 , ••. ,sk >))(O). 

Define (S"1)7=o and (11d7=o such that 

S"o = '110 = 0 

and 
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\/l E {1, ... , k}[< du, ... , din 1 , ••• , d11, ... , d1n1 >E Net'1
"

11 J. 
We have by the definition of NF 

NF(<si> ... ,sk>)= 
<du, ... , din,, 

... ' 
dki, ... ,dknk > 

{ ~o + iu : T/o + iu, · ·., ~o + iim1 : T/o + iim,, 
... , 
~k-i + iki : T/k-1 + Ji.i, · · ·' ~k-i + ikm,.: T/k-1 + ikmk}. 

Because 8 E D(NF(< si,, .. ,sk >))(B) and by definition of[) we can find ll2 E 
Domm+k, 81 E Domn+k and a sequence of integers (edi such that 

and 

ll2 E {<fl,lu :: · · · :: <fl<L1n1 :: · · · :: <P<lkl :: · · · :: <P<1,.,,.k )(Bi}, 

... , 
~k-1 + ikl> · · · '~k-1 + ikmk >= 

ED{ll2 !<TJo+i11, ... ,TJo+i1m1• 
... ' 
T/k-i + jkl1 · · ·' T/k-1 + Jkmk > 

), 

(B2 i{TJo + iu, · · ·, T/o + i1mi> 
... ' 
T/k-1 + ikl> · · ·' T/k-1 + Jkmk} 

) "--> (ei)i = o 

... , 
~k-1 + ikl, · · · ' ~k-1 + ikmk} 

) "--> (ei)i =B. 

Define 

\/l E {1, ... , k}[ll12 = ll2 !< T/1-1 + 1, ... , T/1 >] 

and 

\/l E {l, ... , k}[ll11 =Bi !< ~1-1 + 1, ... , ~I >]. 

We have 

and 

\/l E {1, ... , k}[ll12 E (</1<111 :: · • • :: <P.t1,,J(ll11)], 

'VlE{l, ... ,k}[ll11 !<i11, ... ,i1m1 >= 
EDll12 !< Ji1, · · · .Jimi > 

j, 

\/l E {1, ... ,k}[(B12 i bi1, ... ,i1m1H "--> (edi = 
8 !< /31-1+1, .. . ,/31 > 

l 
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so 

'Vl E {1, ... ,k}!(011 t {i11, ... ,i1m1}) ~ (edi = 
0 L< a1-1 + 1, ... , a1 > 

I 

'Vl E {1, ... 'k}!(O L< f31-1+1, ... ,f31 >) E 
D(NF(si))(O L< a1-1+1, ... , a1 >) 
j. 

By induction 

'Vl E {1,. .. , k}[(O L< f31-1+1, ... ,(31 >) E D(s1)(0 L< a1-1+1, ... ,a1 >)]. 

Le 

e e D(< s1, ... ,sk >)(o). 

(s{i1 : J·1, ... ,ik: id) We prove the two inclusions: 

(D(s{i1 : i1, ... , ik : Ji.J) ~ (D(NF(s{i1 : ii, ... , ik : Ji.,}))) Take any 0 E Domn and 0 E 
Domm such that 

0 E D(s{i1 :J.1 1 ••• ,ik: Ji.,})(O). 

By definition of D we can find 02 E Dom m+k, 01 E Dom n+k and a sequence of 
integers ( .;i)i such that 

and 

By induction we have 

02 E D(NF(s))(Oi). 

Assume 

NF(s) =< d11 .. ., dv > {i~ : Jf, ... ,i:,: J,~}. 
By definition of D we can find 0 4 E Dom m+k+q, 03 E Dom n+k+'J and a sequence 
of integers (11;)i such that 

04 E (ef>,t 1 :: • · · :: ef>,tv)(03), 

(03 L< i~, ... ,i:, >) = co(04 L< Jf, ... ,J~ >), 

(04 t {Jf, ... ,J~}) ~ (11i)i = 02 

and 

{03 t {i~, ...• Z:,}) ~ (11i}; = 01. 

We derive 

02 L< ii, ... ,Ji.,>= 
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((04 i {Jf, ... , J.~}) t< ii,··· ,Jk >) ~ (vi)i = 

(04 L< /Ji1, ... ,/jik >) ~ (vi)i 

where /Jii, ... , /Jik are as in definition 4.13, case 3. We derive 

81t<i1, ... ,ik>= 

((83 i {i~, ... ,i'.,}) ~ (vi)i) L<i1, ... ,ik >= 

((83 i {i~, ... ,i'.,}) t< i1, ... ,ik >) ~ (vi}i = 

(83 t< ai1, ... ,aik >) ~ (vi)i 

where Ci;
1

, ••• , aik are as in definition 4.13, case 3. Note that 

NF(s{i1 :i1, ... ,ik :3k}) = 

{
/I I 1- {3- - (3-} < d1, ... ,d,. > i 1 : J1, ... ,i'l: J,,,ai1: i1•···,aik: ik · 

We have 

(03 t< aiw· .,aik >) ~ (vi)i 

= E0((84 t< /jii, ... ,/jjk >) ~ (vi)d 

(83 ~ (vi)i) t< ai 1 , ••• , aik > 

= E0(84 ~ (vi)i) t< j3ii,···>/jik > 

=> by lemma 4.5 

(03 t< ai1, ... ,aik >) E (c084 t< /Jiw··•/3ik >) "'-,. · 

Define 8~ E Domn+k+•J such that 

8; i {aip ... , aik} = 03 i {a;1 , ••• , aik} and 

8; t < a; 1 , ••• , aik >= E o ( 8 4 t < /Ji1, ... , /3il. >). 

We have by lemma 4.7 

84 E (<fi.t, :: · · · :: <fi<Lv}(B;) 

Define hdi such that 

/1 = V1 + ... + Vt;1 

then we have 

(8~ i {i~, ... ,i'.1, ai 1 , ••• , aik}) ~ ('Y;)i = 8 

(83 i {Jf, ... ,J~,/ji1•···>/jj,J) ~ hi)i = 0 
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i.e. 

so 

BE D(NF(s{i1 :j1 1 ••• ,ik :jk})(O). 

(D(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk}) 2 (D(NF(s{i1: jl! ... ,ik: jk}))) Take any 0 E Domn and BE 
Domm such that 

Assume 

NF(s) =<di, ... , d11 > {i~ : Jf, ... ,i:, : J~} 
so 

where a; 1 , ••• , Ctik and '!3ii, ... , '!3ik a.re as in definition 4.13, case 3. By definition 
of D we can find 02 E Domm+k+q, 01 E Domn+k+'l and a sequence of integers (ei)i 
such that 

c D ( 02 ! < Jf, · · ·, J,~, 'f3ii, .. ·' 'f3ik > ), 

(01 t {i~, ... ,i:,,aiis····aik}) ~ (€;)i = O 

and 

(02 t {1f, ... ,1~.'!3iw···'f3;k}) ~ (ei)i = 8. 

We have 

and 

01 !< i~, ... ,i:, >= cD (02 !< Jf, ... , J~ >) 

(01 t {i~, ... ,i:,}) !< i1, ... ,ik >= 

cD((02 t {Jf, ... ,J~}) !<j1, ... ,Jk >). 

Define 

04 = 02 t {Jf, ... ,J.~} 

and 

03 = 01 t {i~, ... ,i:,}. 

We have 

i.e. 

04 E D(NF(s))(03) 
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so by induction 

By this result and from 

83 l< i1, ... ,ik >= i::0(84 l< i1, ... ,Ji. >), 

and 

we derive 

0 

4.6 Compositionality of the intermediate semantics I 

In this subsection we introduce the notion of a context. Intuitively, a context is a net with a 

hole in it. If we have a net s E CNet'"m, we can place it in a context C E Context:~':n and we 

get a net C(s) E CNet'"v. Before we introduce the sets Context~~~ we first give the definition 

of the set ContExp~~':n of context expressions. Assume for each n, m a set of variables Varn:m 

and let X be a typical element of this set. 

Definition 4.15 Let the sets ContExp~~':n {u, v, n, m ~ 0} be defined as follows: 

d E Nodev.:v 

< s1 , ... , sk, h, sk+l• ... , s1 > 

k,l ~ 0 
Vi E {1, ... , l}lsi E CNetn;:m;] 

n 1 ·rn1 

h E ContEXPn:".n 
n = n1 + · · · + nk + n' + nk+l + · · · + n1 

m = m 1 + · · · + mk + m' + mk+L + · · · + m1 

X E Varn:m 

k~O 

h E ContExp~;;/::v+k 
Vi E {i1 , .•• , ik}[l :'.Si :'.Su+ k] 
Vj E {i1, ... , Ji.}[1 :'.S j :'.S v + k] 
VN, ME {1, ... ,k}[N # M * iN # iu] 
V N, M E { 1, ... , k }[ N # M * JN # JM] 

Now we come to the definition of a context. 

Definition 4.16 Let the sets Context~~':n {u, v, n, m ~ 0} be defined as follows: 

C E Context:~':n ::= >..X.h where h E ContExp:~':n 
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Note that if t E Netn:m and G E Context~~:'n then G(t) E CNet .. , .. but not necessarily 
G(t) E Net"'v. Hence we introduce the notation G[t] for NF(G(t)). 

Now we can show the compositionality of 1 in 

Theorem 4.11 (Compositionality of J) 

Vt1, t2 E Nef''m[J(ti) = l(t2) =>VG E Context~~~n[l(G[ti]) = J(G[tz])Jl 

Proof 

Take any t 1 , t2 E Nef''m such that l(ti) = J{t2). We have 

1 ( t i) = 1 ( t 2 ) 

=> [theorem 4.4] 

D(ti) = D(t2) 

=> [compositionality of DJ 

VG E Context~~:'n[D(G(ti)) = D(G(t2 ))] 

=> [theorem 4.14] 

VG E Context~~~.[D(NF(G(ti})) = D(NF(C(t2 )))] 

=> [theorem 4.4] 

VG E Context;~~:'n[l(G[t1]) = J(G[t2])]. 

D 

We provide a remark on the relationship between the notion of compositionality involving a 
context and the (usual) notion involving (corresponding) syntactic and semantic operators: 

Remark Assume for the duration of this remark that the n-tupling operator on CNet is 
denoted by tupn and the connecting operator (which connects the input line i1 to the output 
line Ji for l E {l, ... , k}) is denoted by con{i,:j, ..... ik'J°k}· Recall that Net c CNet. Given 
a net s E CNet the flattened version NF( s) is an element of Net. In order to introduce 
the operators for tupling and connecting on Net we cannot restrict the operators tupn and 
con{ii:it ..... ik:ik} to Net: when we apply them to nets in Net they in general do not yield a 
net in Net {but in CNet). Hence we apply the operator NF to the result to obtain a net in 
Net: the operator nftupn (n-tupling on Net) is defined as NF o tupn and nfcon{ii:Ji ..... ik:ik} 
is defined as NF o con{i1 :j1 ..... ik:id· 

With the help of the result 

we are able to show the compositionality of the intermediate semantics 1 with respect to 
nftupn and nfcon{i,:Ji ..... ik:ik} as follows. 

Firstly we show it for nfcon{i,:j, ..... ik'J°k}· Take any t 1 , tz E Net such that l(ti) = 1(t2 ). Put 

CJ= >.X.con{i,:J, ..... ik:ik}(X). 
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By (*) we have that 

I (NF( con{i 1 :j1 ..... idk} (t 1))) = !( NF( con{; 1 :ii. .... ik:ik} (t2))) 

i.e. !(nfcon{ii:ii·····idd(t)) is a function of I(t). 

Secondly we consider the case of the operator nftup,.. We take the case that n = 2. Other 
cases are treated in a similar way. Take any ti, t'll t2, t~ E Net such that J(ti) = !(tD and 
J(t2 ) = J(t~). By(*) we have (put C = >.X.tup2 (X,t2)) 

J(ti) = J(t~) => !(NF(tup2 (t 1 , t2 ))) = !((NF(tup2 (t~, t2 ))) 

and (put C = >.X.tup2 (t~, X)) 

I (t2 ) = I (t~) => I ( NF( tup2 (t~, t2 ))) = I ( (NF( tup2 (t~, t~)) ). 

Combining the two equalities, we observe that !(NF(tup2(t, t'))) is a function of J(t) and 
I (t'). 
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5 Full abstraction of the denotational semantics D 

In the previous section we gave a semantics D that makes enough distinctions for it to be 

compositional. Now a natural question is 

is [) the most suitable refinement {that is, does it not make too many distinctions) 

of 0 that is compositional? 

We prove that the denotational model is the minimal extension of the operational model that 
is compositional. For any two nets t 1 and t2 that have a different denotational semantics, 

we provide a context C such that the operational semantics of G[ti] and C[t2 ] differ. From 

this result we derive the full abstraction property of D: the equivalence relation generated by 
the denotational semantics is the greatest congruence contained in the equivalence relation 

generated by the operational semantics. In addition, we have the rather surprising fact that 

we can use in all cases one same context which does not depend on the nets. 
We present a brief sketch of the proof outline. Suppose we have two nets that have a 

different denotational semantics and the same operational semantics. (If they have a different 

operational semantics we can take an empty context). From this we can conclude that there 

is a timing difference between the two nets: the output is produced in a different way. We can 

make this difference visible in the operational semantics by tagging the output and feeding it 
back as soon as possible to a merge node which merges this tagged output with the original 

input. The resulting history on the output line of the merge node is a mixture of tagged 

tokens (from the output that is fed back) and tokens that are not tagged (from the original 

input). With a split node we make copies of all tokens that are sent along the output line 

of the merge node. One of these copies is delivered as output and the other copy is sent to 
a node that removes the tagged tokens This node generates the original input which is sent 

to either t 1 or t2 • Due to the timing difference we observe {in our operational semantics) a 
different mixture of tagged tokens and tokens that are not tagged. 

We start by giving some basic definitions: 

Definition 5.1 A relation R in a set A is called an equivalence relation if and only if it 

satisfies: 

1. Va E A[(a, a) E Rj 

2. Va,b E A[{a,b) ER* (b,a) ER] 

9. 'r/a,b,c E A[(a,b) ER/\ (b,c) ER=* (a,c) E Rj 

Definition 5.2 An equivalence relation R1 in a set A is said to be contained in an equivalence 

relation R2 in a set A if R1 ~ R2. 

Definition 5.3 An equivalence relation R on Net is called a congruence if it satisfies 

A semantic function A (a function with domain the set Net) generates an equivalence relation 

RA: t 1 , t2 E RA if and only if A(t1 ) = A(t2 ). Now we can formulate what it means that a 

semantics is the most suitable compositional refinement of another semantics: 

Definition 5.4 A semantics A is called fully abstract with respect to a semantics 8 if RA is 

the greatest congruence contained in Ra . 

The regt of this section is devoted to the proof of 
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Theorem 5.5 The denotational semantics D is fully abstract with respect to the operational 
semantics 0. 

We proceed in the following way. We first proof a lemma that gives a sufficent condition for 
the full abstractness. Then we show in a second lemma that this condition holds. 

Lemma 5.6 The denotational semantics D is fully abstract with respect to the operational 
semantics 0 if 

'eft t E Netn:m[ l J 2 ' 

Proof 

D(ti) = D(t2) 
<=> 
VC E Context~~~[O(C[t1]) = O(C[t2])] 

l 

We show that Rv is the greatest congruence contained in Ro: 

1. Rv is a congruence by the compositionality of D 

2. Rv is contained in Ro because 0 = abstr o D {or take the empty context) 

3. Suppose there exists a congruence R such that Rv ~ R ~Ro. For any ti. t2 E Netn:m 
we have 

(R is a congruence) 

VC E Context~~~n[(C[ti], C[t2]) ER]=> 

(R ~Ro) 

VC E Context~~~.[(C[ti],Clt21) E Ro]=> 

(condition in lemma) 

Hence R ~ Rv, i.e. R = Rv. 

Lemma 5.7 

'eft1, tzE Netn:m[ 

D(ti) = D(t2) 
<=> 
VC E Context~~~[O(C[ti]) = O(C!t2])J 

I 
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Proof 

(==:>)Take any t1 ,t2 E Netn=m. Assume D(ti) = D(t2) Take an arbitrary context C E 

Context~~:',.. By the compositionality of D we derive D(C[ti]) = D(C[t2 ]). Because 

0 = abstr o D we have O(C[ti]) = O(C[t2 ]). 

(..:=:) Take any t1 ,t2 E Nef''m such that for all contexts C E Context~~:',. we have O(C[ti]) = 
0 ( C[t2 ]). First assume that both t 1 , t2 E Net1

' 
1

• From the symmetry, it suffices to show 

Take any e E D(ti)(e). We show e E D(t2 )(0}. Let C 1 , C2 E ContextU be the following 

contexts: 

C 1 = >..X. < tagger, amerge, split, remove, X > {1: 6, 3: 1, 4: 2, 5: 4, 6: 5} 

C2 = >..X. < tagger, imerge, split, remove, X > { 1 : 6, 3 : 1, 4 : 2, 5 : 4, 6 : 5} 

See figure 16 and 17 for pictures of these contexts. As will become clear, C1 will be 

used if the input is finite and C2 will be used if the input is infinite. 

tagger 

amerge 

I -, 

x 

L _J 

split 

remove 

Figure 16: the context C 1 

We give a short description and the specification of the nodes in this context. 

tagger A node which tags all the tokens that pass this node. We assume that we can 
observe that a token is tagged and that for each net t we can find a tagger that 
does not appear in the net t. The tagged version of a token a is denoted by at. 
The specification of the node is: 

Dtagger = {((a),arNIT,(at),amrr): a is a token} 

remove a node which removes tagged tokens. All tokens that are not tagged pass this 

' node unchanged. Its specification is 
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tagger 

imerge 

r I 

x 

L _J 

split 

remove 

Figure 17: the context C2 

8re1nove = 

{ ((at), <TJNIT, ( E), a INIT) : a is a token } U {( (a), <TJNIT, (a), <TJNJT) : a is a token } . 

amerge The amerge node is the same node as the previously introduced merge node: 

{((a, E), O"JNIT, (a), O"JNIT): a is a token} U {((E, a), <TJNJT, (a),<TINIT) : a is a token}. 

Note that we renamed the merge node to amerge node (angelic merge) in order to 

distinguish it from the imerge node (infinity merge). 

imerge 

{((x, E), <TJNJT, (x),a): x =f. E} U {((E, x),amrr, (x),a): x =f. E}U 

{ ((x1, xz), a, (x), a) : x1 =f. E /\ x2 =f. E /\ x is a shuffie of x1 and xz}. 

An alternative specification would be 

{((x, E), <TJNIT, (x), <TB): x I E} U {((E, x), <TfNIT• (x), <TL): x I c}u 

((x,E),<TL, (x),aR): x =f.€} U {((E,x),aR, (x),aL): x =f. E}. 

The amerge and imerge nodes as defined here are the same nodes as in [Panangaden & Stark 1988], 

to which the reader is also referred for a discussion on the expressive power (in some 

sense they are weaker than a fair merge node). When there is a finite amount of 

input on one of the input lines of an amerge node the input on the other line is 

guaranteed to appear on the output line and when there is a infinite amount of 

input on one of the input lines of an imerge node the input on the other line is 

guaranteed to appear on the output line. We use the context C1 (with the amerge 

node) when there is an finite amount of input on the input line and we use C2 

when there is an infinite amount of input. 

split The split node has as its specification 
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6•vlit ={{(a), O"fNJT, (a, a), O"fNIT): a is a token}. 

Besides tagged tokens we use tagged words of tokens and tagged elements of FTracen, 
Tracen and Dom n: 

and 

•. • X1n ) t 

• ·· X2n 

( 

xf 1 · · · Xfn ) 
X'.H • · • Xzn • . . . . . . 

Do not confuse et (the tagged version of B) with er (the transpose of B). 

Recall that we assumed that both B, B E Dom1
• Suppose 

Define 

X = .flatten(B}, 

X = .flatten(B} 

and 

x = .flatten(B). 

We prove the theorem in two stages: (choosing i = 1 if x EA* and i = 2 if x E Aw) 

1. BE D(ti)(O) * x E O(Cdt1])(x) 
2. x E O(C;[t2])(x) * o E D(t2)(B) 

The result follows from 1. and 2. and from the assumption that VC[O(C[ti]) = O(C[t2])] 
(this implies that x E O(C;[ti])(x) ==? x E O(Cdt2])(x), i = 1,2). In the rest of the 
proof we assume that x E A*. We will show below the point in the proof where we 
make use of this assumption. At that point we also show that in the case that x E Aw 
we can use the imerge node. 
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1. Figure 18 suggests a possible behaviour of the net < tagger, amerge, split, remove >. 
From the figure it is not difficult to see that we can connect lines {3 : 1, 4: 2, 5 : 4}: 

the contents of that lines differ an E-shift. By lemma 4.8 we can take an integer 

speed up simultaneously in input and output together as is suggested in figure 18: 

take (ai)i = (3, 1, 4, 1, 4, 1, ... ). We have that 

X1 X1 E 

E E E 

xi E X1 

X2 X2 E D( < tagger, amerge, split, remove > {3 : 1, 4: 2, 5: 4} )( E 

E E E 

x~ E X2 

Define 

t =< tagger, amerge, split, remove > {3: 1, 4: 2, 5: 4}. 

This behaviour can be observed in figure 19 on the first two input and output lines. 

The second numbering in this figure refers to the numbering of corresponding lines 

in C 1 . Let (ri;)i = (2, 3, 3, 3, ... ). By lemma 4.11 we have that 

0 I> (rii)i E D(ti)(O I> (rii)i), 

i.e. 

E E 
X1 X1 
E E 
E E D(t1)( E ). 

X2 X2 

E E 

We observe also this behaviour in figure 19. The input line [I) matches the output 

line [fil and the input line m matches the output line [fil (in the sense that they 

differ only by an E-shift). From this we derive that 

E E 

and because 0 = abstr o D we have 

X E O(Ci[ti])(x). 

2. Suppose x E O(Ci[t2 ])(x). Because 0 = abstro D we can find Oi,02 E Dom 1 such 

that 

and 

(;I~ E D(Ci(t2))(0~), 

flatten(O~) = X 

flatten(O~) = X· 
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€ X1 € € € 

€ € € X1 € 

€ € .E E X1 

E E E E E 

X1 E E E E 

E E xi € € 

E € E 
-t 
X1 E 

E E E € 
-t 
X1 

[!] m m m ~ 

jtaggerj I amerge I I split 1 I remove I 

[!] m GJ m ~ 
€ X1 € E E 

E E X1 X1 € 

E € E E X1 

E E € E E 

xi E E € € 

E xi E E E 

E E xt 
1 xi E 

E E E E € 

Figure 18: A behaviour of < tagger, amerge, split, remove > 
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€ X1 € 

€ € X1 

x1 € € 

€ X2 € 

€ € X2 

X2 € € 

( 1) (2) (6) 

m m IT] 

t t1 

m m IT] 
(3) (5) (6) 

X1 X1 € 

€ € X1 
-t 
X1 € € 

x2 X2 € 

€ € X2 

x~ € € 

Figure 19: A behaviour of t and t1 
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Because 

0 1 (t2 ) =< tagger, amerge, split, remove, t2 > {1 : 6, 3: 1, 4: 2, 5 : 4, 6: 5}, 

we have that 

o~ ED(< tagger, amerge, split, remove, t2 > {1: 6, 3: 1,4: 2, 5: 4,6: 5})(0~) 

By definition of /) we can find 0 1 E Dom 6 , 02 E Dom 6 and a sequence of integers 
( Cti); such that 

02 E /) ( < tagger, amerge, split, remove, t2 > )( Oi), 

01 l< l,3,4,5,6>=€0021<6,1,2,4,5>, 

(01i{1,3,4, 5, 6})""" (ai)i = e~. 

(82i{6,1,2,4,5})""" (ai)i = e~. 

Because for all 0 

flatten(& """ (a;)i) = flatten(O) 

we have 

flatten(01 i {1,3,4,5,6}) = X 

and 

flatten(02 i{6,1,2,4,5}) = X· 
From this we derive 

and 

81 1< 1 >= €002 1< 6 >, 

01 1< 2 >= €002 l< 1 >, 

01 1< 4 >= €002 1< 2 >, 

011< 5 >= €002 l< 4, 

81 1< 6 >= €002 1< 5 >, 

82 1 < 1 >E <f>t<Lgger ( 0 1 1 < 1 >)' 

02 1 < 2 >E </>1£merge(01 1 < 2, 3 >), 

82 1< 3,4 >E <f>•vlit(01 1< 4 >), 

02 1< 5 >E <f>remove(01 1< 5 >), 

02 1< 6 >E D(t2)(01 1< 6 >), 

flatten(01 1< 2 >) = X 

flatten{02 1< 3 >) = X· 
By properties of the nodes 
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fiatten(ei L< 4 >) = x, 
(because fiatten(ez L< 3 >) = x and fiatten(ei L< 2 >) = x) 

fiatten(ei L< 3 >) = ·x_t. 

We have the situation that X is on one of the input lines and x is on the output 

line. We want to conclude that xt appears completely is on the other input line. 

This is only possible if we are sure that all of the second input line is put on the 

output. This is the place where we use the assumption that x EA*: by a property 

of the amerge node all of xt is on the second input line. If x E Aw then we use the 

context C2 which has the imerge node which guarantees that if the input on one 

of the input lines is infinite then all of the other input line will be appear on the 

output. 

We continue with the proof: (because fiatten(() 1 L< 2 >) = x and fiatten(() 1 L< 

4 >) = x => fiatten(e'J L< 2 >) = x) 

fiatten(ei L< 1 >) = x, 
{because fiatten(e 1 L< 3 >) = xt and all tokens that leave t 2 are not tagged) 

fiatten(ei L< 5 >) = X., 

(because fiatten(e1 L< 4 >) = x => fiatten(ez L< 4 >) = x) 

fiatten(e 1 L< 6 >) = x, 

(because fiatten(e1 L< 5 >) = x => fiatten(ez L< 5 >= x) 

fiatten(ez L< 4 >) = X., 

(because fiatten(e1 L< 4 >) = x => fiatten(ez L< 4 >) = x) 

fiatten(ez L < 2 >) = x, 
{because fiatten(e1 L< 4 >) = x) 

fiatten(ez L< 1 >) = xt, 
{because flatten( e1 t < 1 >) = x) 

fiatten(e 2 L< 5 >) = x 

{because fiatten(() 1 L< 5 >) = X.) and 

fiatten({}z L < 6 >) = )ii. 

(because fiatten(ez L< 1 >) = x). 

We define ten infinite sequences of integers as follows. With each ()2 L < i >, i = 
1, 2, 4, 5,6 we associate a sequence (aii)b1 and with each () 1 L< i >, i = 1,3,4,5, 6 

we associate a sequence (.Bii )b1 such that they satisfy 

(e2 L< 6 >)[aGi -1] < iJ[j] ~ (e2 L< 6 >)[auil• 

(e1 t< 1 >)[.B1i - 11 < B"[il ~ (e1 t< 1 >)[.B1il• 

(e2 L< 1 >)[a1i -1] <tagged (B[j]) ~ (e2 L< 1 >)[alil• 

(e1 t< 3 >)[.B3i - ll <tagged (O[j]) ~ (e1 L< 3 >)[.B3il• 
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(02 !< 2 >)[0:2i -1] < O'[il s (02 !< 2 >)[0:2il, 

(01 !< 4 >)[P4i -1] < 0'[1·1 s (01 !< 4 >)[P4i], 

(02 !< 4 >)[0:4i - 1] < O'[il s (02 !< 4 >)[0:4J], 

(01 !< s >)[Psi - 1] < O'[i] s (01 !< s >)[Psi-J. 

For 02 !< 5 > and 01 !< 6 > we have slightly different definitions of (o:si)i and 

(PGili: 

(02 !< 5 >)[o:sil $ O[j] < (02 !< 5 >)[o:si + 1] 

and 

( o 1 ! < 6 > )[PGi I s o [i] < ( o 1 ! < 6 > )[PGi + 1]. 

By the E shift we know that for all j 

Pii = O:Gf + 1, 

P31 = 0:11 + 1, 

P4i = 0:2i + 1, 

and 

PGi = 0:5i + 1 

and by properties of the nodes 

P!i s 0:11, 

(if we do not consider the tagging of tokens, the tagger node behaves like an identity 
node) 

P3i s 0:2f, 

(if we hide all the tokens from the first input line of a merge node in input and 
output, the result is again an identity node) 

P4i S 0:4,. 

(if we only consider only the input line and the second output line of a split node 
we see the same behaviour as an identity node) and 

Psi - 1 S o:si 

(the first place where all of O[i] is visible (in Oi) is smaller than the last place where 
not more than O[j] is visible (in 02 )) and we can conclude for each j 

O:Gi < PGi· 

We have for all j 

and 

{01 !< 6 >)[PGi] $ O[i] < (01 !< 6 >)[P6i + 1], 

(02 !< 6 >)[o:6i - 1] < U[j] $ (02 !< 6 >)[o:Gil 
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Ci.Gj < f3Gj 

so we can apply lemma 3.15 and derive 

0 E 1J(t2)(1}). 

The next step is the generalization to cases that t1 , t2 E Netn:m, n -:/= 1 V m -:/= 1. 

If n = 0 V m = 0 then we always have that D(ti) = D(t2 } (because we can assume 

0 (ti) = 0 (t2 )). If n -:/= 0, 1Am-:/=O,1 then we use the following construction. We take 

n copies of the loop of our context, as is shown in figure 20. If D(ti) -:/= D(t2 } then we 

can always find an input I} such that there exists an output line l such that the contents 

of this output line (given the input I}) are different. In figure 20 we feed back n copies 

of this l-th output line to the original input. With the help of this context it is easy to 

n 

n m-1 

s 
n p tagger 

l 

t 
r -, 

(a}(i}merge (a}(i}merge 
x 

n 

L _J 

split split n 

remove 

n 

remove 

n 

Figure 20: generalized context 

mimick the arguments of the n = m = 1 case. 

0 

In the proof of the full abstraction we used two different kinds of merge nodes: the angelic 

merge and the infinity merge. If we are able to specify a fair merge node in our framework, 
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then there is no need to use two different kinds of merge nodes. However, it is our conjecture 
that in our framework it is not possible to specify a fair merge node. 
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6 Metric semantics }./ 

In this section we define a metric semantics .Al for data flow nets. It is called metric because the 

domains are metric spaces (in fact, we assign a metric to a subset of Domn:m). The semantics 
.Al is a compositional semantics. It is only defined on a subset FNetn:m of Netn:m. Elements 
of FNet'"m are called finite choice nets. The difference between FNetn:m and Netn:rn is 

that for FNetn:rn the set of nodes Node is restricted. This restriction enables us to set up 

a metric framework. We show that .Al is correct with respect to the operational semantics: 

we prove that 0 = abstr o .Al. (Recall that abstr also related the operational semantics 0 
with denotational semantics D.) We prove it in the following way. We define an auxiliary 

semantics T. This semantics T which will serve as an intermediate semantics between the 
metric semantics .Al and the denotational semantics D is defined. Also operators delay and 

close are introduced. They can be seen as generalizations of "'>, and ""' ( ai)i to elements 
of Dom n:m. Then we show in several steps that figure 21 commutes. From this result and 

y j ~abstr 
/ delay ~ 

T abstr 
FNetn:m ___ .... Domn:m ___ ..,. Tracen:m 

Figure 21: overview of the different semantics and operators 

0 = abstr o D we derive that 0 = abstr o .Al. We informally describe the idea behind the 
semantics T and .Al. If we look at the denotational semantics D we see that 

• the denotational semantics is closed under simultaneous integer speed ups in input and 

output, that is 

e E D(s)(O) => V(ai)i[O 'V (a;)i E D(s)(e 'V (ai);)I 

• the denotational semantics is closed under taking delays in the output, that is 

8 E D(s)(O) =>VO' E 8 "'>, [8' E D(s)(O)j. 

The semantics T differs from D in the sense that the first property does not hold and the 
semantics .Al is in general neither closed under integer speed ups nor under delays. 
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We give an overview of the rest of this section. Subsection 6.1 provides the basic definitions 

and properties about metric spaces. In subsection 6.2 we introduce the domains for the metric 

semantics and the basic functions. The metric semantics itself is given in subsection 6.3 and 

subsection 6.4 shows a basic property of it related to the delay lemma for the denotational 

semantics [). Subsection 6.5 gives the intermediate semantics T together with some properties. 

Finally, subsection 6.6 discusses the relation of the metric semantics .N with the operational 

semantics 0. 

6.1 Definitions and properties of metric spaces 

In this subsection we give some basic definitions and properties about metric spaces. 

Definition 6.1 (Metric Space) A metric space is a pair (M, d) with M a non empty set and 

d a mapping d: M x M-+ [O, l] {a metric distance}, which satisfies the following properties: 

1. Vx, y E M[d(x, y) = 0 * x = y], 

2. Vx,y E M[d(x,y) = d(y,x)], 

S. Vx,y,z E M[d(x,y) :S d(x,z) +d(z,y)]. 

A metric space is called an ultrametric space if we replace S by the stronger 

Vx, y, z E M[d(x, y) :S max(d(x, z), d(z, y))]. 

Definition 6.2 Let (M, d) be metric space. Let (x;)i be a sequence in M. 

1. We say that (x;)i is a Cauchy sequence whenever we have 

Vf. > 03N E NVn, m > N[d(xn, xm) < €]. 

2. Let x EM. We say that (xi)i converges to x and call x the limit of (xi)i whenever we 

have 

Vf. > 03N E NVm > N[d(x, xm) < €] 

Such a sequence we call convergent. Notation: limi-+oo Xi = x. 

S. The metric space (M, d) is called complete whenever each Cauchy sequence converges to 

an element of M. 

Definition 6.3 Let (Mi, di), (M2 , d2 ) be metric spaces. 

1. Let f: Mi -+ M2 be a Junction. We call f continuous whenever for each sequence (xi)i 
with limit x in Mi we have that limi-+oo f(xi) = f(x). 

2. Let c 2:: 0. With Mi -+c M2 we denote the set of Junctions f from M1 to M 2 that satisfy 

the following property: 

Vx, y E M[dz(f(x), f(y)) :S c.di(x, y)]. 

Functions f in M1 -+1 M 2 we call non distance increasing, Junctions in Mi -+" M 2 

with 0 :S c < 1 we call contracting. 

Theorem 6.4 Let (Mi, di), (Mz, d2 ) be metric spaces. For every c 2:: 0 and f E Mi -+c M 2 

we have: f is continuous. 

Theorem 6.5 (Banach's fixed point theorem) Let (M, d) be a complete metric space and 

f : M "...... M a contracting function. Then there exists an x E M such that the following holds: 
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1. f (x) = x {x is a fixed point off}, 

2. Vy E M[f(y) = y => y = x] {x is unique), 

9. '<fxo E M[limn-+oo tn(xo) = x], where r+ 1 (xo) = f(tn(xo)) and f 0 (xo) = Xo. 

Definition 6.6 (closed subsets) A subset X of a complete metric space (M, d) is called 

closed whenever each Cauchy sequence of elements in X converges to an element of X. 

Definition 6.7 Let (M, d) (M1 , di) (M2 , dz) be metric spaces. 

1. We define a metric ds on the functions in Mi -+ M as follows. For every Ji, fz E 

M1 -+M 

d:-;(11 , fz) = sup{d(f1 (x), fz(x)): x E Mi} 

2. Let P,,i,,..,.i(M) = {X C M: X is closed and non empty}. We define a metric dH on 

Pdo•e<l(M), called the Hausdorff distance, as follows. For every X, YE Pclo•e<l(M) 

dH(X, Y) = max{sup{d(x, Y): x E X},sup{d(y, X): y E Y}} 

where d(x, Z) = inf{d(x, z): z E Z} for every Z CM, x EM. 

Theorem 6.8 Let(M,d), (M1,di), (M2,d2) be complete metric spaces. We have that Mi-+ 

M 2 and Pclo•e•t(M) {with the metrics defined above} are complete metric spaces. 

Lemma 6.9 Let (M, d) be a metric space. Consider the space of closed subsets with the 

Haussdorffmetric (Pdosett(M),dH)· We have 

VX, YE Pc1o•e<t(M)'</c? O[ 
dH(X, Y) ~ c 
{:} 

'</x E X:ly E Y[d(x, y) ~ c] /\ 
Vy E Y3x E X[d(x, y) ~ c] 

]. 

Theorem 6.10 (Hahn) Let (Xi)i be a Cauchy sequence in Pdo•e<t(M). We have 

lim xi = { lim Xi : Xi E xi /\ (x;)i a Cauchy sequence in M}. 
i__..oo i-oo 

Definition 6.11 (Contain Point) For any 4' E M-+ P(M) we define 

GP (4') = {x: x E efJ(x)}. 

Remark 

The set CP(4') is usually called the fixed point of the multivalued function efJ. We here follow 

Park's terminology ([Park 1983]) in calling CP(efJ) the contain point of efJ. 

Given a function q, EM-+ P(M) there are two (different) ways to take a fixed point: 

1. take the contain point, 

2. generalize the function 4' to a function J : P(M) -+ P(M) by defining J(X) = 

UxEX efJ(x). Under certain conditions there is a unique fixed point of J in the usual 

sense, that is a set Y such that J(Y) = Y. Such a fixed point we shall denote by FP( 4' ). 
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Theorem 6.12 If (M, d) is a complete metric space and </> : M-+ Pclouct(M) is continuous 
then 

CP(</i) ={liIILi-+oo Xi :'ii E N[xi+l E </>(x;}] /\ 
(xi)iis a Cauchy sequence 

}. 

If</> is con tractive we have for all x E M 

CP(</i) ={liIIli-+oo Xi :Vi E N[xi+l E </>(x;}J /\ X1 = x /\ 
(x;)iis a Cauchy sequence 

}. 

Proof 

Suppose </i EM-+ Pdow1(M) is a continuous function. We prove 

GP(</>) ={limi-oo Xi :'ii E N[xi+l E efi(x;)J /\ 
( xi)i is a Cauchy sequence 

}. 

(;2) By the continuity 

</>{.lim x;) = .lim </>(xi). 
i-+oo i-oo 

Because 'ii[xi+1 E </>(xi)], by theorem 6.10 we have 

.lim Xi E .lim efi(xi) 
i-+oo i-+oo 

(~) Suppose x E </>(x). Take the constant sequence (x)i. 

Suppose </i EM-+ P,,1o.-ei1(M) is a contractive function. Take any x EM. We prove 

CP(</i) ={limi-+oo Xi :Vi E N[xi+l E </>(x;)J /\ x1 = x /\ 
(xi)iis a Cauchy sequence 

} : 

(;2) The same as the previous case 

(~) Suppose x E efi(x). Take x1 = x. By the contractivity of</> we have that there exists a c, 
0 ::; c < 1, with 

dH(<fi(x), </>(x)}::; c.d(x, !i:) 

so (because x E </>(x)) by lemma 6.9 there exists a x2 E efi(xi) such that 

d(x, x2 )::; c.d(x, !i:). 

By the contractivity of </> we have 

~ 

so 
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and we can find a X3 E efi(x2) with 

d(x,x3 ) ~ c2 .d(x,x). 

When we continue this way we find a sequence (xi)i with Vi E {1, 2, ... }[xi+1 E efi(xi)] 
and 

d(x,xi) ~ ci- 1 .d(x,x) 

and hence x = limi-+oo Xi. D 

Theorem 6.13 If (M, d) is a complete metric space and .P : M -> Pc1osed(M) is contracting 
then 

1. CP(.P) c FP(,P), 

2. GP( .P) is closed, 

3. CP(.P) is nonempty. 

Proof 

(CP(.P) c FP(.P)) Take an arbitrary x E CP(efi). 

x E efi(x) :::::> {x} c J({x}) 

J({x}) c J 2 ({x}) 

J2 ({x}) c J3 ({x}) 

so Vi[x E Ji({x})]. By Banach's fixed point theorem we have 

FP(.P) = _lim Ji({x}) 
•-+oo 

and by Hahn's theorem 

_lim Ji({x}) = {.lim x;: x; E Ji({x}) /\ (x;);is a Cauchy sequence} 
i-+oo i~oo 

so we derive x E FP(efi). 

( CP(.P) is closed) Let (xi); be a Cauchy sequence in CP(,P). By the continuity of .P we have 

We have that Vi[x; E .P(x;)] and hence, by Hahn's theorem, 

.liin x; E .lim ,P(xi) 
i-+oo i-+oo 
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so we derive 

.lim Xi E <P( .lim xi) 
i-+oo i-+oa 

I.e. 

_lim Xi E GP(<P). 
t-+oo 

(GP(<P) is nonempty) Pick a x1 EM and a x2 E <P(x1 ). By the contractivity of <P we have 
that there exists a c, 0 :::; c < 1, with 

so (because x2 E </J(xi)) by lemma 6.9 we can pick a X3 E </J(x2) with 

By the contractivity of <P we have 

so (because x3 E <P(x2 )) we can pick a x4 E </J(x3 ) with 

In this way we obtain a Cauchy sequence (xi); and by theorem 6.12 we have 

.lim Xi E GP(<P). 
i-+oo 

and so GP( <P) is nonempty. D 

Remark In general we do not have for a contraction <P : M --+ P.,1owi(M) that FP(<P) c 
GP(<P). Take for example M the set of finite and infinite words over the alphabet {a, b }. Take 
the usual metric on such words: d(x,y) = 2-max{:c(n(=y(n(:nEN}_ Take <P(x) =a· x U {b}. 
This is a contraction. We have FP(<P) =a* · b U {aw} and GP( <P) = {aw, b }. 

Theorem 6.14 Let (M, d} be a complete metric space and (M1 , di} be a complete ultrametric 
space. Let f : M X M1 --+ P,,lt>se.t(Mi) be such that 

1. \Ix E M[Ay.f (x, y)is contractive j, 
2. Vy E Mi[h.f(x, y)is non distance increasing]. 

We have that Ax.GP(Ay.f(x, y)) EM--+ Pclose.t(Mi) is a non distance increasing function. 
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Proof 

Take any XlJ x 2 EM. Take a y E M 1 such that y E /(x1, y). We show that there exists a fj 
with y E f(x2, y) and di(y, Y) ~ d(x1, x2). If we have this result, the theorem follows from 
symmetry and lemma 6.9. By 2. we have 

Because y E f(xI> y), by lemma 6.9, we have that there exists a fh E J(x2, y) with 

From 1. we derive 

for a certain 0 ~ c1 < 1. Because Y2 E f(x2, y) we have that there exists a f/3 E f(x2, f/2) with 

d1(Y2, f/3) ~ c1.d(x1, x2) 

and we have 

From 1. we derive 

for a certain 0 ~ c2 < 1. Because y3 E f (x2, y3) we have that there exists a Y4 E f(x2, y3) 
with 

and we have 

Take y = limi-+oo Yi. We have 

and, because Vi[Yi+l E f(x2, yi)] 

y = )im Yi E f (x2, .lim Yi) = f (x2, fl). 
t.-+OO l.-t-00 

0 

For more details about metric spaces consult [Dugundji 1966] or [Engelking 1977], and for an 
account of fixed points of multivalued functions we refer to [Nadler 1970]. 
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6.2 Metric domains and basic functions 

In this subsection we fix some metric domains. The domains are used in the definition of a 
semantics JI, which will be defined in the next subsection. We start with the definition of a 
metric on Damn. 

Definition 6.15 (Metric on Damn) Let 

Xu X1n 

) ( "' x,. ) ( X2n X21 
X~l X~n < k >= 

Xkl Xkn 

Let a metric d on Damn be given by 

d(81, 02) = { 
2- max{k:tl1 <k>=IJ2 <k>} if (Ji =I- 82 
0 i/81 = 82. 

Example 

Let 

29 86 € 29 86 € 

711 1 2 711 1 2 
44 40 59 45 40 59 

01 = 2 4 33 /\ 82 = 2 14 13 
3 € 12 € 9 € 

Definition 6.16 Let 

D n:m de/ D n p (D m) omcl = om --+ clo•eil am 

and let a metric d on Dam~lm be given by 

where dH is the Hausdorff distance on P,,1,mt1(Domm) induced by the metric don Domm. 

Theorem 6.17 For each n, m we have that Domn and Dom~im are complete metric spaces. 

The next definition introduces some notation: 

Definition 6.18 Let 8 E Domn, tf E Domrn. Define .C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: Ji.J,8,tf} to be 0 
where 0 E Dom n+k is such that 

and 
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Example 

If 

e~ u 2 3 : n AO~ ( 
11 22 33 44 55 66 

77) 2 3 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 
2 3 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 

then 

2 3 4 5) 
2 3 4 5 

~ ~ ~ ~ . 

We give the generalizations of '\. to delay : Domn:m --+ Domn:m and ""' {ai)i to close : 
Domn:m --+ Domn:m in 

Definition 6.19 Define close :Domn:m --+ Dom"'m by 

and delay :Dom n:m --+ Dom n:m by 

delay(<fi) = ,\0. LJ{O '\.: 0 E </i(O)} 

We first give two properties of close and delay: 

Lemma 6.20 

1. abstr o close = abstr 

2. abstr o delay = abstr 

Proof 

We only show the first property. Take any <PE Domn:m. We have: 

close ( abstr( <P)) = [definition of abstr] 

,\r.{jlatten(O): :JO[ftatten(O) = f /\ 0 E close(</i)(O)]} =[definition of close] 

,\r.{ftatten(O""' (ai)i): 3030i[ftatten(O) = r /\ 0 E </i(Oi) /\ 01 ""' (ai)i = O]} =[substitution] 

,\f.{ftatten(O""' (ai)i): :JOi[ftatten(01""' (ai)d = r /\ e E <P(Oi)]} =[definition of flatten] 

,\f.{ftatten(O): :JOi[ftatten(Oi) = r /\ 0 E </i(Oi)]} =[definition of abstrJ 

abstr( <P ). 

0 

The following lemma will be used often in the sequel. 

Lemma 6.21 Let (O;}i be a Cauchy sequence in Domn. Let 0 be such that 'v'i[O E Oi '\.]. 
Then 0 E (lim;-+co Oi) '\.. 
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Proof 

By definition of '\., Vi[O E Oi '\.] implies 

Vi\fOi\fk:Jnk.i[O[k] :S: Oi[k] :S: O[nk.i]I. 

Choose a k arbitrary. We prove 

O[k] :S: (.lim IJi)[k] /\ 3nk[(.lim O;}[k] :S: O[nk]]: 
i-oo i-co 

Because (Oi)i is a Cauchy sequence, we can find a mk such that for all i 2:: mk we have that O;[k] 
is constant. Hence {limi-+oo O;)[k] equals IJi[k] for i 2:: mk, so in particular (limi-+oo Oi}[k] = 
Omk[k]. We have O[k] :S: Omk[k] so also O[k] :S: {limi-+oo Oi)[k]. There also exists a nk.mk such 
that Omk[k] :S: O[nk.mk] so also (limi-+oo O;}[k] :S: O[nk.mk]. Take nk = nk.mk· We now can 
conclude that 0 E (limi-+oo IJ;) '\.. 0 

6.3 The metric semantics JI 

In this subsection we define a metric semantics ),/. We want to define it in such a way that 
it maps a net to Dom ~irn. In order to do this we have to restrict the class of nets we use. 
We take the class of nets which have as basic nodes the so called finite choice nodes. This 
is a real restriction in the sense that there exist nodes that are not finite choice nodes. The 
semantics ),/ has some interesting properties. It is formulated with the help of contain points. 
The contain points can be obtained by iteration. a further characteristic point of ),/ is that 
we do not apply the delay operator in its definition. Not withstanding this ),/ is still correct 
with respect to the operational semantics. This result crucially depends on the restriction to 
finite choice nets. There are some disadvantages too: the semantics is not fully abstract and 
it can handle only nets with finite choice nodes. 

Definition 6.22 

1. If 5d is a specification for a node d, we define S,i to be the smallest set such that 

(a} 5.i c 5.i 
{b} (x i, a1, X3, a) E ~t and (xz, a, X4, az) E S,t implies (x ixz, al> X3X4i az) E S,t 

2. A node d E Noden:m is called a finite choice node if the following two conditions hold 

{a) \fx E FTracen[S.i n ({x} x {aINrd x FTracem x E) is a finite set] 

{b} \fa3n\f(x,a,x,o-) E 5,t[lxl :S: n]. 

The first condition states that a finite amount of input on the input lines of a finite choice 
node can produce only a finite number of different output histories. Moreover, these histories 
are all finite. The second condition states that a finite choice node can make its decision 
which firing rule it uses after it has received a certain number of tokens. This number is fixed 
for each state. These first two conditions together will ensure that we can work in Dom~lm 
(in fact, it is also possible to work with compact sets instead of closed sets in this case). 

Example 

Take nodes d1, dz with 

. 
5,i2 = {(ln,ao,a,ai): n 2:: 1}. 
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Both nodes are not finite choice nodes. 

Definition 6.23 Let FNet""" ~ CNet"'m be the set of nets with n inputs and m outputs 

that have as basic nodes the finite choice nodes. 

Next we give meaning to the basic (finite choice) nodes. The semantics JI will map a node d 

to a function tP<l E Dom~1"". The definition of 'l/J,i will use the notion of a firing sequence. 

Definition 6.24 With any finite choice node d E Node"'"' we associate a Junction '1/1,t E 

Dom;~["' which is given by 

tPtt(O) ={0: :J(x;, ai , X;, ai)i a firing sequence ford w.r.t flatten(&) 

} 

Vi:Jj[ O[jj ~ X1 · · · Xi /\ O[j - 1] l. X1 · · · Xi 
B[j] ~ :X1 · .. X; A B[j - 1] ~ :X1 · .. Xi-1 

/\ /latten(O) = X1-X2 · · · 

It is not difficult to show that 

Lemma 6.25 For any finite choice node d E Noden:m we have 4>.t =delay o tP<t· 

Intuitively, we fire the node as soon as it is possible: we 'removed' the delay operator. In this 

way we do not get non closed sets as is the case if we use the original definition </>d instead of 

tP<t· We have for example 

0 E ef>,1(0) => Vn[ED (- · · E DB) E </>.t(O)j 
'--v--' 

n 

but in general 

lim ED(-· ·E 08) fi 4>.t(O). 
n-+oo '--v--' 

n 

Before we prove that for any finite choice node d we have that 't/J<t is well defined, we first 
introduce the notion of a prefix of a firing sequence and give a lemma. 

Definition 6.26 The prefix of length n of an infinite firing sequence (Xi, a;, Xi, ai}~ 1 is 

(x;, ai, Xi, adi=i and the prefix of length n of a finite firing sequence (x;, a;, Xi, ai)~1 is 

(x;,a;,x;,ai)~ 1 if m < n and is (Xi,ai,:Xiiai)f= 1 if m ~ n. 

Lemma 6.21 Suppose {(x;3,a;3,X;3,ai;); : i ~ 1} is a set of firing sequences for a fi

nite choice node d with respect to r. Then there exists a firing sequence (x;, a;, x;, a;)i 
for d with respect to r such that for every n there is an infinite number of elements of 

{(x;;,a;;,.X;3-,a;;)i: i ~ 1} that have the same prefix of length n as (x;,a;,.Xi,ai)i· 
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Proof 

(The proof follows a standard argument for proving compactness.) Consider a set 
{(Xii,aihXii,o-ii)i: i 2 1} of firing sequences for a finite choice node d with respect tor. 
All firing sequences start in the initial state: 

{(xi110"i11Xi11irii);i 2 1} = {(x;1,0"JNIT1Xi11iT;i);i 2 1} 

Because Vi[Xil:::; fiatten(O)] and 3n[lxi1I:::; n] (dis a finite choice node) there is only a finite 
number of possibilities for Xil· So we can conclude (because dis a finite choice node) that 

{(x;1,0"JNIT1Xi1,aii);i 2 l} 

is a finite set. Hence there is an infinite number of firing sequences in {(x;;-,O"ij,Xii,iTii)i: 
i 2 1} that start with the same element. Consider this subset. We can continue in the same 
way to find the desired firing sequence. 0 

Next we show 

Theorem 6.28 For any finite choice node d we have that iP.t is well defined. 

Proof 

We show that for any 0 we have that 1/J<t(O) is a closed set. Take any Cauchy sequence (O;)i in 
1/J<L(O). With each Oi there is a firing sequence (Xii> O";j, Xii> iT;j)j associated. By lemma 6.27 
there exists a firing sequence (ford with respect to fiatten(O)) (xj,O"j,,Xj,iTJ)i such that for 
every n there is an infinite number of elements of {(X;j,O";j,Xii10"ij)j: i 2 1} that have the 
same prefix of length n as (x1.,aj,Xj,O-j)j. We can use this firing sequence to show that 
lim;-00 O; E 1/J.t(O). 0 

Now we are ready to define the metric semantics }./. 

Definition 6.29 (Metric semantics N) Define }./ : FNetn:m -> Dom~/m as follows 

1. }./ ( d) = iPt1 
2. N(< s 1 , ... , Sk >) = N(si) :: · · · :: N(sk) 

9. N(s{i1 :j1 1 ••• ,ik :1k}) = ,\O.(CP( 

where f is the extension of i to sets. 

.AO.N(s)(.C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk}, o, 8)) 
) 

)fU1, ... ,ik} 

For explanatory purposes we rewrite a part of definion of the denotational semantics D in a 
form that resembles the definition of }./: Let s E CNet'"m. We have 

D(s{i1 :ji. ... ,ik :Jk}) = 

AO.{O: 301 E Domn+k, 02 E Domm+k, (a;);[ 
02 E D(s){Oi) /\ 
(01 i {i1, ... ,ik}) ~ (ai)i = 0 /\ 
(02 i {i1, ... ,jk}) ~ (ai); = e /\ 
01 1 < i l> •.• 'ik >= € 0 02 1 < i1' ... .Jk > 
]}= 
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close(>.8.{U: 381 E Domn+k, 82 E Domrn+k, [ 
82 E D(s)(81) /\ 
(81 i {i1, ... ,id)=8/\ 
(82 i U1, ... ,Jk}) = u /\ 
81 !< i1, ... ' ik >= €082 !< i1, ... ,Ji. > 
]})= 

close(>.8.{U: 381 E Domn+k, 82 E Domrn+k, [ 
82 E D(s)(8i) /\ 
81 = ..C({i1: ll>···•ik: id,0,82) /\ 
(82 i U1, ... ,ik}) =B 
]})= 

close(>.e.{82 i {i1, ... ,Jk}: 381 E Domn+k, 82 E Domm+k, [ 
82 E D(s)(ei) /\ 
81 = .C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: ik},8,82) 
]})= 

close(>.e.{82 i {i1, .. ., ik}: 
82 E D( s )( ..C( {i l : i1, ... , ik : Jk }, 8, 82) 
}) = 

close(>.8.{82 : 
82 E D(s)(..C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk},8,82) 
}f{j1, ... ,id) = 

close(>.e. CP(>.82. 
D(s)(..C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk},8,82) 
}f{j1, ... ,Jk}) 

Lemma 6.30 )/ is well-defined. 

Proof 

We have to show that for alls E FNetn:m we have N(s) E Dom~lm· We prove by induction 

ons that 

1. )/ ( s) is non distance increasing, 

2. W[ N (s )(8}is closed]. 

(d) By definition of 1/J<t we have for all 8 E Domn that N{d){8) = 1/J,t(8) E Pc1owi(Domm} so 
N ( d)( 8) is closed. We prove that 1/J,t is non distance increasing. Take any 8 l • 82. We 
have to show d( 1/J.t ( 81), 1/J,t( 82)) :::; d( 81 , 82 ). Due to the symmetric role of 8 l • 82 it suffices 
by lemma 6.9 to prove that 

Take a 81 E 1fJd(8i). By definition of ?/J<1 there exist sequences (Xii a;, Xi, ai}i and {ai)i 
such that 
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2. a 1 is the initial state O"fNfT, 

3. Vi[ai =ai+i], 

4. X1X2 ... :::; fiatten(fJi), 

5. if the sequence is finite (of length n) then it can not be extended: there is no 
(Xn+li O"n+l• Xn-+1, 11n+d with Xl ... Xn+l :::; flatten(Oi) and O"n = O"n+l· 

Let d(0 1 , 02) = 2-N, i.e. Oi[N] = 02 [N]. Because 01 [NJ = 02[NJ we can use the first 
max{k: Olk :::; N} elements of the firing sequence of 01 to obtain an output of 02 which 
satisfies Oi[Nj = 02[N]. 

and 

no,mo = 0. 

Take any 02 E .N(< s 1, .•• , Sk >)(Oi). We have 

\lj E{l, ... , k}[ 
02 l< mi-1 + l, ... ,mi >E .N(si)(01 !< ni-1+1, ... ,ni >) 

J. 

By induction there exists a 02 such that 

VjE{l, ... ,k}[ 
02 !< mi-1+1, ... ,mj >E .N(si)(Oi !< ni-1+1, ... ,ni >) 

J, 

\lj E {1, ... , k}[d(02 !< m1-1+1, ... , mi>, 02 l< mi-1 + 1, ···,mi>):::; 
d(01 !< mi-1+1, ... ,mi >,011 !< m1-1 + l, ... ,m3 >) 

In order to prove the closedness, take any 0 E Dom". Take a Cauchy sequence (Oi}; in 
Dom n such that 

We have 

Vi E N\lj E {1, ... , k}[ 
Oi !< mi-1+1, ... , mi >E .N(si)(O !< ni-l + 1, ... , ni >) 

J. 

I}Y induction 
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Vi E{l, ... , k}[ 
(limi-+oo Ui) !< mi-1+1, ... ,mi >E N(si)(O !< ni-1+1, .. . ,ni >) 

], 

I.e. 

_lim B; EN(< si, ... , Sk >)(0). 
i-+oo 

{ s{ i 1 : i 1 , ..• , ik : Jk}) By induction N ( s) is non distance increasing, so by the € prefixing 

is non distance increasing in 0 for fixed B and contractive in B for fixed 0. We ap

ply theorem 6.14 to see that .N(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: Ji.:}) is non distance increasing and 

theorem 6.13 to see that N (s{i1 : i1, ... , ik : jk} )(0) is closed for any 0. D 

By theorem 6.12 we can replace the third clause in the definition of N by 

.N(s{i1:i1, ... ,ik:Ji.:})= 
>.O.{limi--+oo B; :Vi[B;+1 E .N(s)(.C({i1: ii, ... ,ik: jk}, 0, B;}] /\ 

B1 = e A (B;)i is a Cauchy sequence 

} 

where e is arbitrary. This shows that the contain points in the definition of N can be obtained 

by iteration starting from an arbitrary e. 

6.4 Property of the metric semantics N 

The next lemma will be used when we establish a relation of N with the operational semantics 

0. A similar lemma holds for the denotational semantics (in this case it is a direct consequence 

of the delay lemma: we can take Bz =Bi). 

Lemma 6.31 

'is E FNetn:m'<lkE NW1, 02 E Domn'<IB1 E Domm[ 

Proof 

B1 E .N(s)(Oi) /\ 01 E 02 ""'/\Oi[k] = 02[kj 
=> 
:JB2 E Domm[B2 E .N(s)(02) /\ B1 E Bz ""'/\01[k] = Bz[k]] 

l 

The proof goes by induction on s. 

{d) Take any k E {1, 2, ... }, 01, 02 E Domn, B1 E Domm such that 

and 
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IJi[k] = B2[k]. 

Because 01 E l/i,i(Bi) we can pick a firing sequence (Xi,ai,Xi,ai)i ford w.r.t ftatten(B) 
such that 

'v'i3j[Bi[j] 2 X1 · · · Xi A B1[i - 1] "l. X1 · · · Xi A Oi[j] 2 X1 · · · Xi A 01[i - 1] $ X1 · · · Xi-1], 

and 

ftatten(Oi) = X1X2 · · ·. 

Define 02 E Dom m such that 

'v'i'v'j [B2[i] 2 X1 · · · Xi A B2[i - 1] °l. X1 · · · Xi 
::::::> 

02[i] 2 X1 · · · Xi A 02[i - 1] $ X1 · · · Xi-1 

ftatten(O) = x1x2 · · · 

We have that if i $ k then 

max{l: 3j $ i[B2[i] 2 X1 · · · Xl A B2[i - 1] °l. X1 · · · X1]} = 

max{l: 3j $ i[B1[i] 2 X1 · · · X1 A Bi[j - 1] °l. X1 · · · x1]} 

and if i > k then 

max{l: 3j $ i[Bi[j] 2 X1 ... Xl A Bi[j - 1] l Xl ... xd} 

Note that for all i 

so Oijk] = 02[k] and 'v'i[01[i] $ 02[i]]. Moreover, ftatten(02) = X1X2 · · · = ftatten(Oi), so 
01 E 02 "-,.. 

(< s1, •.. 1 s1 >) Take any kE {1,2, ... }, Bl>B2 E Domn, 01 E Domm and suppose 

and 

Bi[kj = B2[k]. 
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Suppose, for i = 1, ... , l, < s1 , ••• , Si >E CNetn,:m;. Put n 0 = mo = 0. Define 

01 i = 81 !< ni-l + 1, ... ,ni >, 

82i = 82 !< ni-1+1, ... ,ni > 

and 

1f1i = 1f1 !< ffli-1+1, ... ,mi >. 

We have 

so by induction 

Take such 1f 2i and define 1f 2 such that 

Vi[1f2 !< mi-1+1, ... ,m; >= 1f2i]. 

We have 

1f2 E JI(< si. ... ,s1 >)(82), 

1f 1 E 1f 2 "-.,. 

and 

(s{i1 : i1, ... , i1 : Ji}) Take any k E {1, 2, ... }, 81, 82 E Domn, 1f1 E Domm and suppose 

1f 1 E JI ( s { i 1 : J1, · .. , i1 : Ji})( 8 i), 

81 E 82 "-.,. 

and 

By definition of JI there exists a 01 E Domm+l such that 

e 1 r {i1 , ... , Ji l = e 1 

and 
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We are going to construct a 02 such that 

and 

Now if we take 02 = 02 i {i1, ... , Jic} we are done. The finite-word matrix 02 will be the 
limit of a sequence {Oi)i, which is constructed in the following way. 

First observe that 

1. B l E .Al ( s )( .c ( { i l : i1,. . ., i1 : Ji} l 0 l i Bi)) l 
2. 01 E 02 '\.=> .C({i1: i11 · .. ,i1: Ji},01,Bd E .C({i1: i11 · .. ,i,: Ji},02, Bi)'\., 
3. Oi[k] = 02 [k] 

=> 
.C({i1 :j1,. .. ,i1 :Ji},01,0i)[k] = .C({i1 :j1, ... ,i1 :Ji},02.01)[k] 

so we can apply the induction hypothesis and find a 01 such that 

Note that 

i. o 1 E .At ( s H .c ( { i 1 : i1,. .. , i, : Ji } , o 2, oil), 
2. 01E01 '\.=> .C({i1: i1,. . .,i1: Ji},02,0i) E .C({i1: i1,. .. ,i1: Ji},02,0i) '\., 

3. oi[k] = oi[k] 
=> 
.C( { i 1 : i1 l .. ., i1 : Ji}, 02, Bi) [k + 1] = .C( { i1 : i1,. .. I i1 : Ji}, 02, Oi) [ k + 1] 

where in the last line we have k+ 1 due to the E prefixing of the .C function. By induction 
we have that we can find a 02 such that 

oi[k + 1] = 82[k + 1]. 

We continue in this way: note that 

1. 02 E .Al {s){.C( {i1 : J1,. . ., i1 : Ji}, 02, Oi)), 
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· 2. 01 E 02 '\.=> ..C({i1: i1,. . .,it: Ji},82,0i) E ..C({i1: J°i,. . .,it: Ji},82J2) '\., 

3. oi[k+ 1] = Oz[k+ 1] 
=> 
..C( {i1 : i1, .. ., it : Ji}, 82,0i)[k + 2] = ..C( {i1 : i1 ... ., it : it}, 82}2)[k + 2]. 

By induction we have that there exists a 03 such that 

We continue this process and obtain for all i 

Hence (Oi)i is a Cauchy sequence. Because .N(s) is non distance increasing (and hence 
continuous) and by Hahn's theorem we have 

We have 

01 E 01 '\., 

01 E 02 '\.=> 01 E 02 '\., 

02 E 03 '\.=> 0 l E 03 '\., 

so by lemma 6.21 we have 01 E (limi-oo Oi} '\.. Moreover 

81[k] = 01[kl /\ 01[k + 1] = 02[k + 1] /\ ... /\ e;[k + i] = 0;+1[k + i] /\ ... 

=> 

so if we take 02 = (limi->oo O;) i {i1, ... , Ji} we have 

02 E .N(s{i1: ill .. .,it: Ji}}(82), 
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6.5 The intermediate semantics T 

We define an intermediate semantics T, which is used in the proof of the relation between 0 
and J.I. 

Definition 6.32 {Semantics T) Define a semantics T : CNetn:m -+ Domn:m by 

1. T(d)=<Pt1, 

2. T(< S!J •. . ,sk >) = T(si) :: · ·· :: T(sk), 

S. T(s{i1: i1, ... , ik: jk}) =>.11.( GP( 
>.8.T(s)(.C({i1 :i1, ... ,ik :jk},11,B)) 
) 

)t{i1, ... ,jk} 

Note the differences with J.I: T is defined on CNetn:m and J.I is defined only on FNetn=m. 
Also T(d) = <P.t whereas J.l(d) = 1/J.t. However, in the sequel we often restrict T to FNetn:m. 
Intuitively, T does generate delays and J.I does not. We prove two properties of this semantics 
T. 

Lemma 6.33 (delay lemma) 

B E T ( s )( 11) /\ B' E B '\. /\11 E 11' '\. 
=> 
B' E T(s)(11') 

]. 

Proof 

The proof goes by induction on s: 

(d) See lemma 4.7. 

( < s 1 , .•. , Sk >) Follows the same structure of the argument in lemma 4. 7. 

( s { i 1 : J
0

1, ..• , ik : Jk}) Again, this case is a simple version of the analogous case of the proof 
of lemma 4.7. The proof is here included for convenience. Take any 11 E Domn, B,01 E 
Domm such that 

and 

81 
E B '\.. 

This implies that we can take a BE Domm+k such that 

and 
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Define O' E Domm+k such that 

o' ! < ii, ... , ik >= o ! < ill ... , ik > 

and 

o' i U1, ... , ik} = o'. 

We have 

and 

so by induction 

O' E T { s )( .c ( { i 1 : i1' ... 'ik : Jd I B'' O')) 

I.e. 

O' = (O' i {i1, ... ,jk}) E T{s{i1: Jli ... ,ik: Jk})(B'). 

Lemma 6.34 

'Is E CNetn:rnve E Domnvo E Domm[ 
0 E T(s)(B) 

Proof 

{::} 

V(a;);[(O I> (ai}i) E T(s)(B I> (ai)i)J 
l 

For(~) take (ai)i = (l}i. For(~) we use induction ons. 

(d} See lemma 4.11. 

(< si, ... , Sk >) See lemma 4.11. 

D 

( s{ i 1 : j 1 , ... , ik : jk}) ( Cf. the comment in the proofoflemma 6.33.) Take any B E Domn, 0 E 
Domm such that 0 E T(s{i1 : j 1 , ... ,ik: J.k})(B). Take any sequence of integers (ai)i· 
By definition of T we can find a 0 E Domm+k such that 

and 

By induction we have 
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Hence 

Define O' E Domm+k such that: 

and 

We have 

Hence 

so by lemma 6.33 

and because 

we have 

D 

6.6 Relation between the metric semantics JI and the operational 
semantics 0 

In this subsection we show that T = delay o }./ (note that we restricted T to FNetn:m) and 
that [) = close o T. Because 0 = abstr o [) and because abstr o close o delay = abstr we 
can derive 0 = abstr o }./. This shows the correctness of }./. We start with 

Theorem 6.35 T = delay o }./ 
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Proof 

We prove by induction ons E FNetn:m that T(s) =(delay o J/)(s). 

(d) See lemma 6.25. 

(< s 1 , ... , Sk >) Take any() E Domn and if E Domm such that 

iJ ET(< s1, •.• ,sk >)(e). 

Suppose, for i = 1, ... , k, that < s lJ ••• , Si >E FNetn;:m,. Put no = mo = 0. Define, 
for i = 1, ... , k 

and 

iii = iJ !< ffli-1 + 1, ... ' ffli > . 

We have 

Vi[iJi E T(si)(ei)] 

so by induction 

Vi[ili E (delay o J/)(si)(ei)]. 

By definition of delay we can find a Oi (i = 1 , ... , k ) such that 

and 

Take 0 E Domm such that 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[O !< mi-1 + 1, ... , ffli >=Oil 

so 

and 

0 E J/(< s1, ••• ,Sk >)(()) 

i.e. 

iJ E (delay o N)(< s 1 , ... , sk >)(e). 
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For the other inclusion, take any() E Domn and if E Domm such that 

iJ E (delay o JI)(< s1, ... , sk >)(e). 

By definition of delay we can fin,d a 0 E Domm such that 

and 

Suppose, for i = 1, ... , k, that < s 1 , ... , Si >E FNetn;:m,. Put no = mo = 0. Define, 
for i = 1, ... , k 

e; = e l< m;-1+1, ... , ~ » 

(); = () l< n;-1 + 1, ... , n; > 

and 

if; =if l< m;-1+1, ... , ~ > . 

We have 

Vi E {1, ... 'k}[B; E J/(s;)(e;)] 

so 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[B; E (delay o J/)(s;)(e;)]. 

By induction we have 

Vi E {1, ... ,k}[O; E T(s;)(e;)] 

so 

and because if E 0 "\. we have by lemma 6.33 

(s{i1 : i1, ... , ik : Ji.:}) Take any() E Domn, if E Domm such that 

iJ E delay(Jl(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jk}))(e). 

This implies by definition of delay and JI that we can take a 0 E Domm+k such that 
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and 

0 E ..A/(s)(£({i1: J11 ... ,ik: jk},8, 0)). 

By definition of delay we have 

0 E delay(..A/)(s))(£({i1: Jii ... ,ik: Ji.}, 8, 0)) 

and by induction 

0 E T(s)(.C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: jk},8})) 

i.e. 

o r U1, ... , 1i. l E r ( s { i 1 = 11, ... , ik : Ji,J H 8) 

and by lemma 6.33 

0 E T(s{i1: i1, ... ,ik: 3k})(8). 

For the other inclusion, take any 8 E Domn, 0 E Domm such that 

We can pick a O' E Domm+k such that 

and 

O' i {i1, ... , Jk} = o. 

By induction we have 

O' E delay(N)(s))(.C({i1 : i1 1 ••• ,ik: Ji.}, 8,8')). 

By definition of delay we can take a 01 E Domrn+k such that 

and 

Because 

1. O' E 01 '\. 

2. (.C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: ik},8,8'))!1] = (.C({i1: i11- .. ,ik: Ji.}, 8.01))[1] 

3. 01 E ...V(s)(.C({i1: i11·· .,ik: jk},8,0')) 
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- +k by lemma 6.31 we can find ()2 E Domm such that 

and 

Because 

1. 01 E 02 ""' 
2. (.C({i1 =ili····ik :jk},(),ei))[2] =(.C({i1 :i1, ... ,ik :1k},(),e2))[2] 

3. 02 E )/ ( s )( .C ( { i 1 : J1, ... , ik : Jic}, (), 0 i)) 
- +k by lemma 6.31 we can find ()3 E Domm such that 

and 

We continue in this way: because 

1. 02 E 03 ""' 
2. (.C{{i1: i1 •... ,ik: Jic},(),02))[3] = (.C({i1: i1, ... ,ik: jk},(),83))13] 

3. 03 E N(s)(.C({i1: Jli ... ,ik: Jic},()}2)) 

by lemma 6.31 we can find 04 E Domm+k such that 

and 

In this way we obtain a Cauchy sequence (B;);. By the continuity of )/ and f. and the 
theorem of Hahn we have 

(.lim O;) E N ( s )(£( { i1 : i1, ... , ik : Ji.},(), (.lim O; ))}. 
i-oo i-+oo 

We also have 
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so 

Vi [8' E Bi "',.] 

so by lemma 6.21 

81 E lim Bi "',. . 
i-+oo 

By definition of JI 

and by definition of delay 

i.e. 

0 E (delay o .N)(s{i1 : j1, ... ,ik: jk})(O). 

D 

We have now established a relation between .N and T. The next step is the relation between 
T and D. We prove below that they are related with close: 

Theorem 6.36 D = close o T 

Proof 

We prove this by induction on s. Suppose s E CNet"'m. 

(d) See lemma. 4.8. 

(< s1, ... ' Sk >) Take any 0 E Dom"' e E Domrn such that 

Assume, for i E {1, ... , k}, that < s11 ... , Si >E CNet"':rn;. Put no = mo = 0. Define 

for i E {1, ... , k} 

oi = o L< ni-i + 1, ... , ni > 

and 
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ifi =if L< ffli-1+1, ... , 1ni >. 

We have 

so by induction 

Vi[ifi E (close o T)(si)(Oi)]. 

By definition of close we can find, for i E {1, ... , k }, e; E Domn,-n;- 1 , o; E Domm;-m,_i 
and sequence of integers ( aij) i such that 

and 

Define the sequence of integers (f3J ),. such that 

and (eiJ)j, for i E {1, ... , n}, such that 

By lemma 6.34 we have 

We also have for all i E {1, ... , k} 

(O~ I> {fo)J) '\,+ (f3i)i = Oi 

and 

Take O' E Dom n, if' E Dom m such that, for all i E { 1, ... , k }, 

O'L<ni-1+1, ... ,ni>=O; l>(fo)i 

and 

if' L< ffli-1+1, ... ,ffli >= e; 1> (fo);. 

We have 
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fj' ET(< s1 1 ••• ,sn >)(8'), 

and 

So 

0 E close ( T ( < s 11 ••• , s n >) )( 8). 

For the other inclusion, take any 8 E Dom", 0 E Dom m such that 

By the definition of the close operator we can find 81 E Domn, 82 E Domm and a 
sequence of integers ( ai)i such that 

and 

Assume, for i E {1, ... , k}, < s 1 , ••• , Si >E CNetn,:m,. Put no = mo = 0. Define for 
iE{l, ... ,k} 

1 

Bi = 8 !< ni-1 + 1, ... , ni >, 

eli = 81 !< ni-1+1, ... ,ni >, 

oi = o ! < ffli-1 + 1, ... , m; > 

and 

82i = 82 !< ffli-1+1, ... ,mi >. 

By definition of T we have 

Vi E {1, ... , k}[82i E T(si)(81i)]. 

By definition of close and because 

we have 
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Vi E {1, ... ,k}[Oi E (close o T)(si)(IJi)] 

so by induction 

I.e. 

(s{i1 : i1, ... , ik: jk}) Take any IJ E Domn, 0 E Domm such that 

By the derivation directly after the definition of N we have 

0 E close(.AIJ. GP( 

)(IJ). 

).0. 0 ( s) ..c ( { i 1 : i1' ... ' i k : Jk}' I), 0) 
f{j1, .. . ,jk} 

By induction we have: 

0 E close(.AIJ. GP( 

)(IJ). 

).0.close(T (s))..C( {i1 : i1, ... , ik : Ji.}, IJ, 0) 
f{j1, ... ,jk} 

By definition of close and off we can find IJ2 E Domm+k , IJ 1 E Domn and a sequence 
of integers ( ai )i such that 

and 

By definition of close we can find IJ 4 E Dom"'+k, IJ3 E Domn and a sequence of integers 
(J9di such that 

and 
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Define O~ E Domm+k such that 

and 

o~ L < ii, ... , Ji. >= 8 

where e E Domk is such that 83 L< i1, ... ,ik >= €00. We have {because 84""' (.B;)i = 
82 and {O~""' (.Bi)i) L< ii. ... , Ji. >= (€002) L< ii. ... ,jk >) 

So by lemma 6.33 

so 

(O~ i U1, ... ,3k}) E )..0.CP( 
J..O.T(s).C({i1 :j1, ... ,ik :1i.},0,8) 

)f U1 .... , Ji.} )(03). 

Define a sequence of integers (1';); such that 

Because 

and 

we have 

0 E (close(J..O.CP( 
>.o.T(s)(.C({i1: ii1···1ik: Ji.},O,B))f{j1, ... ,Ji.}))) 

(0) 

i.e. 
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For the other inclusion, take any 0 E Dom n, 0 E Dom m such that 

0 E (close o T)(s{i1: Jii···,ik: Jic})(O). 

By definition of T we have 

0 E (close(>.O.CP( 
>.O.T(s)(£({i1: i1, ... ,ik: Jic},O,O))t{j1, ... ,3k}))) 

(0). 

By definition of close we can find 02 E Domm+k, 01 E Dom" and a sequence of integers 
( a;}i such that 

and 

By definition of close we also have (take the sequence of integers (l)i) 

02 E (close o T )( s )( .C ( {ii : i1, ... , ik : Jk}, 0 li 02)). 

and by induction 

and hence 

0 E close(>.O.CP( 
>.O.D(s)(.C({i1 :i11 ... ,ik :3ic},O,O))f{i1, ... .Jic} 

{O) 

i.e. 

Taking all the results of this subsection together we obtain: 

Theorem 6.3'1 0 = abstr o .N 

Proof 

0 = abstr o D, 

D =close o T, 

T =delay o .N, 

abstr o close o delay abstr. 
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